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From Traders to Traitors? The
Armijo Brothers Through the
Nineteenth Century
SUSAN V. RICHARDS

Exuding power, his clothin'g a testimony to welllth, he strolled across the
sun-drenched plaza with the confident gait of one born to the manor,
prepared to conclude a most auspicious deal. The crisp, clean air of-the
February morning added to the excitement Rafael Armijo felt as he anticipated the culmination of this deal. The deal was not unusual; an
exchange of goods for money, with credit terms to the debtor. It was not
unusual even in the provision for debt peonage of one of the debtors, a
common practice in New Mexico from the earliest colonial days. The
extraordinary aspect of this transaction was its transfer of indebtedness
from husband to wife, who would bear full responsibility for repayment
of the debt wi th "her personal services" to Don Rafael. 1
This agreement would have appeared extraordinary to most New
Mexican men of wealth, power, and position in 1855, the year of its fabrication, Los ricos,a societal class of men who controlled politics and
exerted the most influence on the commerce of New Mexico, had no need
of formalized commercial or legal transactions to obtain sexual favors
outside of marriage, or to insure service from los pobres. These activities were governed by time-honored traditions established with the first
Spaniards who settled New Mexico in 1598, Spanish traditions became
entrenched in the life of New Mexico through the long colonial period,
and remained rooted during the Mexican period, which commenced with
Mexico's independence from Spain. The Spanish-derived population of
the state functioned under the traditions, mores, laws, regulations, and
religious beliefs that were understood, if not accepted, by everyone.
Susan V. Richards received a masters degree from the Latin American Institute
of the University of New Mexico and is currently a doctoral student in history at
UNM.
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The greatest th'reat to the rico way of life came not from the roving
Indians, whose regular attacks and raids gave everyone, including the
Pueblo Indians, daily cause for vigilance, but from the North Americans,
that eager, forceful band of men whose ambition seemed to have no
bounds. It was the North Americans who challenged the establishment
of New Mexico, with their new laws and ideas, their inventions and attitudes.
The North Americans as anathema was an attitude cultivated by
Spain through the officials of the Viceroyalty of New Spain in Mexico
City. The continuation of Spain's colonial empire as a cash cow to the
crown depended on severe trade restrictions between the colonies and
foreign interests. In the Viceroyalty of New Spain, this translated to a
virtual isolation of commercial interests, wherein trade was a domestic
function of the viceroyalty. Whatever New Mexico did not produce it
acquired from Mexico, and those acquisitions were not plentiful, varied,
timely, or inexpensive. Such was the state of affairs from the days of the
supply service to the New Mexico missions by the Franciscan priests
during the seventeenth century, with little improvement apparent following the commercialization of the transportation system. 2 A coalition
of merchants in Chihuahua became the monopolists of the trade with
New Mexico, exercising tyrannical control over prices, credit, supply,
and specie. 3 To the colonists of the northern frontier of New Spain, the
independence of Mexico from Spain in 1821 brought welcome and tangible relief to their meager and strenuous lives. Shortly after the Mexican government lifted restrictions against international commerce, the
Americans penetrated New Mexico via the Santa Fe Trail and found an
enthusiastic market for their goods. New Mexicans encouraged the trade;
in addition to providing a more affordable variety of goods than Chihuahua offered, the trade endowed government coffers with a much needed
infusion of cash through tariffs and taxes. 4 The territory did not lack for
its own entrepreneurs, and New Mexicans took part in the trade as soon
as wagons, heretofore unavailable, could be procured cheaply.s The
volume of trade increased dramatically each year, as traders from both
countries experienced market growth and satisfactory business relationships with each other. That satisfaction was short-lived as New Mexicans became suspicious of the Anglos, whose trappers eluded license
fees and customs duties. The Americans, on the other hand, were incensed by protectionist policies on land ownership and tariffs. By 1827,
the mutually agreeable relationship had disintegrated to mutual exploitation. 6
The American traders witnessed the saturation of New Mexico with
their goods by 1825, and turned their sights southward to Mexico, especially Chihuahua. This market was more lucrative than New Mexico's,
but it required access via the Camino Real, and so assured further con-
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tact with New Mexicans, with whom the Anglos began to intermarry. The
assumption of Mexican citizenship along with intermarriage produced a
class ·of Anglo men who were able to enjoy the benefits of land ownership and reduced taxation. Many of these men retained loyalty to the
United States and became the political underpinnings on which the territory became American in 1846 and adopted the Union Cause during the
Civil War.
During the nineteenth century in New Mexico, profound social, political, and economic changes occurred. From the isolation of the Spanish period to a target of America's manifest destiny in less than fifty
years, New Mexicans living through the period must have been reeling
in amazement. There was no time to digest it all, though, because the
next fifty years continued to produce far-reaching events of equally
dramatic import. New Mexico men of the nineteenth century saw their
world turned upside down during their lifetimes. Men like Rafael and
Manuel Armijo, whose lives from the moment of their births during the
Spanish period were interwoven with the political, economic, and social
fabric of New Mexico, witnessed the total abrogation of their world order before their deaths during the American territorial period.
Individual men attempting to keep pace with the changes of the
nineteenth century faced an era of dilemmas, one requiring continual
choosing between options that challenged the status quo, with the consequences not always immediately apparent. The sheer number of
choices to be made as the New Mexico world order shifted was daunting, and suggested· the mathematical improbability of making all choices
to the best advantage. Because Rafael and Manuel Armijo did not always make their choices in step with the New Mexicans of power, position, and wealth, they endured a different set of personal consequences
than their peers, while subsisting with the identical societal consequences of the communal choices.
The Armijo family is steeped in the tradition of trading. The will of
the first New Mexican Armijo, Vicente Ferrer Duran de Armijo, is dated
1743 and includes a list of assets such as fifteen mules and sixteen pack
saddles "with all necessary equipment," undoubtedly used for trading
on the Chihuahu~ traiL Vicente's will is also a settlement of accounts
with various creditors, such as one Pedro de Almoyna, a merchant of
Chihuahua, to whom he owed 345 pesos,. and debtors of goods and
currency. 7 His father, Jose de Armijo, was from Zacatecas, which Vicente
considered his native place throughout his life. During his life in Santa
Fe, he married Maria de Apodaca and raised three sons, all named Salvador Manuel, and who were differentiated by their. birth order as e/
primero. e/ segundo, and e/ tercero.
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It was Salvador Manuel, el segundo, who founded the Albuquerque
branch ofthe family with his twelve children by Francisca Alfonsa Lucero
de Godoy and accumulated the first Armijo wealth. Their eldest, Vicente
Ferrer broke the class barrier constructed of a mestizo bloodline with his
marriage to Barbara Casilda Duran y Chavez, of the wealthy and important Chavez clan. The issue oftheir marriage, numbering fifteen, became
the basis for the ubiquitous Armijo presence in politics and society
throughout the nineteenth century and beyond.
Sons of Vicente and Barbara served Albuquerque as alcalde, participated in trade over the Santa Fe and Chihuahua trails, and held titles as
officers in the militia. 8 The most famous son, Manuel, claimed the office
of governor of New Mexico three times. An older brother of Manuel,
Jose Francisco, was the father of Rafael and Manuel, the two subjects of
this investigation, through his rocky marriage to Rosalia Mestas in 1801. 9
Known as "El Colorado,"IO Jose Francisco served as commander of the
Second Squadron of the militia of Albuquerque in 1819, a cavalry corps
controlled by rico officers. \I Manuel's birth in 1810 was about five years
earlier than Rafael's, and although there were other siblings between
them, these two developed a personal and business relationship that
would last their lifetimes. 12 The Albuquerque community referred to them
as "Los Lillos," and considered them a unit for the most part. 13 Growing
up in the early years of the Mexican period, they saw the vast potential
of trading with the Americans, while having experienced the material
advantages of their class by trading with Chihuahua. As ricos, such
goods as metal and leatherwork, laces, silks, and other fine fabrics, and
painted furniture were affordable and available through the Mexican trade
network. 14 Rafael and Manuel became full-fledged mercantile capitalists, successful to the extent of having the largest store of goods in
Albuquerque during the 1850s. 15
Albuquerque was not their only venue; however, they expanded their
business to Dona Ana County with stores at La Mesilla and Las Cruces.
Rafael preferred Dona Ana County; he was a resident there from
1852-1859, and again from 1867-1881. During those years, he left the
management of the Albuquerque business to Manuel. 16 His eight-year
absence from southern New Mexico had two catalyst§: the first, the influence his mother, Rosalia, brought to bear on Rafael's wife, Gregoria
Trujillo, to whom Rosalia offered ownership of her own Albuquerque
house and land, if only she and Rafael would "take up their residence in·
Albuquerque" and second, the consequence of choosing to support the
Confederates during the Civil War. 17
As men of wealth, their fortunes did not lie solely in merchandise.
Manuel and Rafael had extensive landholdings for their stores, crops,
and herds, including the Sitio de Navajo land grant of 100,000 acres,
which they purchased in 1850 for twenty-five thousand dollars. 18 Such
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a huge piece of property would have been valuable for grazing their
herds. Sheepherding had long been a lucrative occupation, due to the
intrinsic value of the animals themselves and of the wool as barter. Los
Lillos owned houses in Bernalillo and Dona Ana Counties for themselves and their families, as well as rental properties. They made identical declarations of assets to the census taker in 1860, each claiming
fourteen thousand dollars in real estate and sixty thousand dollars in
personal property. Rafael also listed an extensive household, including
twenty-two servants, seven of them Indian. 19
The only poverty experienced by the brothers was that of progeny.
Late in life, Manuel, with his wife Maria Luz Lopez, adopted three children; the first, Pedro, was bo'rn in 1862. 20 In a curious twist of fate,
Rafael and Gregoria each produced offspring, but they produced none
together. 21 Heirs to his estate were Gregoria and Juana Armijo de Hill,
his adopted daughter, 22
Like most men of the Spanish upper class, Manuel and Rafael took
seriously their civic responsibilities as active politicos. Manuel represented Bernalillo County at the Territorial convention in 1849 23 and was
part of the 1874 Democratic committee from the county to elect delegates to the party conventionY Bernalillo County was represented in
Santa Fe in the legislature by Rafael during 1847 and 1853. He also served
as the county's probate judge in 185]25 and regained the position in
1861 following a hotly contested election in October 1859. 26 Durin'g the
years 1848-1850, Rafael exercised his influence in local politics, writing
to Governor Donaciano Vigil regarding the elections ofalcaldes in 1850,
legal action taken by a particular alcalde, and a recommendation for the
Valencia alcalde. 27
New Mexicans were accustomed to remote supervision. Having been
ruled by the Spanish crown through Mexico City and later by Mexico
City itself, the shift of authority to Washington, D.C. maintained the
same safe distance from the watchful eyes of a central government New
Mexicans had always enjoyed. The tasks of governance had been
adapted to the idiosyncracies of the people and the place; whatever
support of regulatory directives were lacking, New Mexicans devised a
method to sustain political and social order. On a day-to-day basis, a
New Mexican's most important extra-familial relationship was that with
the local government, followed by the state.
As ricos, Manuel and Rafael had learned the system from the cradle
and participated in it as suited their station in life. They were certainly
aware of political developments beyond New Mexico, but the remoteness of those developments, and their true vocations as merchants created a buffer for the impact of most national decisions. Not even the
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Armijo brothers could ignore or escape the national crisis of the Civil
War. As with all Americans ofthe time, the Civil War came home to Los
Lillos, to live with them and to transform their way of life.
The Civil War came to New Mexico in the person of General Henry
Hopkins Sibley in 1862 at the battle of Valverde. The Union had been
recruiting New Mexicans for about a year prior to Sibley's march up from
Texas under the Confederate flag, and had succeede'd in enlisting 2,800
New Mexicans. 28 The task of recruiting volunteers was made difficult by
the lack of money, supplies, and ammunition, and citizens were required
to place their arms, ammunition, and food supplies at the disposalofthe
officers. Any refusal to sell at the Army's price resulted in confiscation. 29 The Union's Colonel Edward R.S. Canby, aware that Confederate
troops loomed ever closer, pressured men into service beginning in February 1862. One of the draftees, Manuel Armijo, fought the battle of
Valverde under the Union flag. 30
That experience was sufficient to convince Manuel, with his brother,
Rafael, to adopt the Confederate cause. When Sibley, flushed with victory, rode into Albuquerque, it was alleged that Los Lillos
engaged in aiding and abetting said armed rebellion by buying, selling,
giving, trading and trafficking to and with, and by furnishing counsel,
personal service, and supplies of all kinds to the persons therein engaged. 3!
The Confederates enjoyed the bounty of the best stocked mercantile in Albuquerque, while General Sibley enjoyed the comforts of Rafael's
home. 32 Their experience of the good life was short-lived, however, as
successive defeats caused Sibley to retreat from New Mexico two months
later, with his civilian supporters as company. Manuel and Rafael left
behind the businesses they had cultivated, the land they had cherished,
and the power and respect they had commanded, taking only their families and a few personal possessions to safety. The land of Texas, a contemptible place to most New Mexi~ans, became home to Rafael, and
Manuel reportedly set out for Richmond.
Rafael remained in San Antonio for four years where he is reputed to
have made and lost another fortune in property and a treasure of"$40,000
in gold coin and three large demijohns filled with gold dust, estimated to
be worth a great deal ofmoney."33 Manuel's whereabouts and activities
during the exile years remain unknown.
The United States Marshal, Abraham Cutler, began seizing the propertyof Southern sympathizers 34 with diligence and haste, and in the
case of the Armijo brothers, before arrest warrants were even issued. 35
A long series of lawsuits against their property ensued; their creditors
claims were published in the Rio Abajo Weekly. Such claimants included
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Old town plaza' guardhouse with 121-foot high flagpole, erected 1860s by the
United States Army, torn down 1900, c. 1880. Cobb Studio collection, photo
courtesy Albuquerque Museum. Negative number 1990.013-043.
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Lipman Meyer ($4,050.10), Luis Baca ($9,061.47), and William Vau ($343.75
and $1,044.75). Anger against the brothers came from all quarters; their
cousins Cristobal and Ambrosio Armijo posted securities for the plaintiffs in two of those cases and Salvador Armijo agreed to testify for the
government at the treason trials. 36
The first Armijo property to reach the auction block was Rafael's
holdings in Dona Ana County on 13 April 1863. The marshal posted for
sale that day a store, four houses, five lots, one with a mortgage of
one-hundred sixty dollars, and "certain goods, wares, merchandise, and
effects."37 The auction of their Albuquerque property, including two
stores, two houses, nine tracts of land, some with fences or corrals, and
one with a flour mill, followed much later, in June 1864. This auction
produced some reluctance on the part of the bidders and the judge due
to family connections, and some property remained unsold. 38
This property retribution was followed, one year later, by the cessation of the Civil War, with the Union as victor. Texas was no longer safe
haven for Southern sympathizers; one was better off near powerful family and influential friends. Rafael and Manuel Armijo returned to the
Terri tory of New Mexico in June 1866,39 having taken the oath of allegiance to the United States in April. 40 The only threat remaining was the
standing indictment for treason against the United States. Like most of
the other cases, these were withdrawn; the prosecutor citing lack of
evidence. 41
So began the reintegration of Rafael and Manuel Armijo. Rafael reestablished his residence in Dona Ana County; Manuel returned to ALbuquerque. The next several years were filled with rebuilding their
businesses and relationships and were replete with lawsuits to recover
their property and wealth. One such suit, filed in June 1867 in Dona Ana
County, sought compensation from Reyes Escontrias, an agent/employee
who was paid fifty dollars per month. 42 The brothers charged that
Escontrias, most likely a livestock agent, had absconded with a sizeable
amount of Armijo property. Six years later, ajury decided in favor of the
Armijos and assessed damages at $178,201.38. 43
Letters between the brothers during the 1870s indicate that Manuel
was spearheading their recovery. Manuel sent a power of attorney document to Rafael in Las Cruces, suggesting he sign it, and in an enclosed
letter updated him on negotiations to obtain certain documents of importance to them, and that one of their intermediaries was demanding
three thousand pesos to surrender the documents. 44 In '1880, Rafael failed
to keep an appointment in Albuquerque on a similar matter, and wrote to
his brother of his illnesses and those of his wife. He requested that
Manuel send him five-hundred pesos to pay the doctor and have patience with him. 45
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Street in Old Albuquerque, c. 1890. Cobbs Studio. Photo courtesy Center for Southwest Research, General Library, University of New Mexico. Negative number
000-119-0586.

Having regained his health by ~he time of Manuel's death in 1881,
Rafael undertook the management of the business in Albuquerque. He
discovered his nephew, Francisco Armijo y Otero using a large tract of
land bought by Los Lillos in the 1850s, and apparently not auctioned off
in 1864. Francisco was in the process of selling lots from this property,
in cooperation with his cousin, Perfecto Armijo, after whom the subdivision was named. Rafael took this matter to the courts, claiming that the
property belonged to him following his brother's death. Francisco responded by producing a document signed by Manuel Armijo and his
wife, Luz, which transferred their interest in the property to him, and
dated 25 March 1857. Rafael attacked with charges offorgery; Francisco
responded with charges of fiduciary incompetence and irresponsibility
in the matter of his father's estate, of which Rafael was the administrator. He charged that as guardian, Rafael "wasted, squandered and misappropriated" the considerable wealth of Vicente Armijo, and never
provided the requisite accounting. The court found the whole case distasteful and the legal issues murky, and to avoid any further familial
repercussions, awarded half of the lot sale proceeds to Rafael-$4, 790: 46
The refurbishing of Los Lillos' image was complete in August 1883
when the Santa Fe New Mexican Review published an article reporting
on the suit Rafael Armijo had just filed against the United States for
property lost during the Civil War. The writer smoothed over the brothers' contributions to the rebels as being required, and they, without
alternative. It sadly recounts their inability to collect bills from the Con-
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federacy, and Rafael's tragic loss offortune in San Antonio at the hands
of a thief. It is a first-rate article of reconciliation, one no doubt welcomed most gratefully by Rafael, who was a Southern sympathizer not
out of threat or requirement, but out of a lifelong entrenchment in a
society of haves and have-nots.
The have-nots of New Mexico included the vast group of landless
poor who provided labor and services to the gentry. These peones took
their remuneration in cash or goods, frequently in advance of performing the agreed-upon work. More often than not, this created a debt
situation for the peon, in which more labor had been paid than delivered,
necessitating a continuing cycle of labor for debt. Although an individual was not institutionally condemned to debt peonage and could
retire the debt or move to another employer, at least theoretically, the
peon had very little opportunity to improve the economic reality of life.
This class of labor was never scarce, making the privileged life of the
ricos possible. After Rafael lost his New Mexico property, fortune, and
peons, he sought to re-create that life in San Antonio. Along with property, Rafael needed cheap labor to realize that lost way of life. The availability of slaves in San Antonio contributed to Rafael's reemergence
during his four-year exile. He purchased slaves as his needs grew: in
March 1864, a family offive; in April 1865, a family offour, and two other
black slaves in separate transactions. 47
Rafael had no affinity for the Americans; he preferred his Spanish
heritage as expressed in New Mexico and declared that preference by
choosing to live most of his adult life near the Mexican border in Las
Cruces and by backing the wrong side during the Civil War.
The social history of the New Mexican people, both rich and poor,
during the nineteenth century remains open for much more research. It
offers a fascinating milieu to the researcher interested in the cultural
adaptation process during periods of profound and rapid change.
The Mexican period is especially ripe for the interpretations of historians. Little is written about that period in New Mexico or about the
social and political connections between Mexico and her northern territory, although it is engrossing to speculate on relationships in a time
when there was no international border between them. 48 Some members
of the Armijo family owned residences in and around Chihuahua and
travelled frequently between New Mexico's towns and Mexico during
both the Mexican period and the American territorial period.
As for the Armijo brothers, there is more to be known about their
lives in exile and how their experience compares to the circumstances of
the other Southern sympathizers from New Mexico. Did they all make
such spectacular recoveries after the war? And how do their legal claims
and results stack up against those of rebels from other states? For now,
only the archives know.
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1. Dolores Gallegos v. Rafael Armijo. U.S. Territorial District Court, Valencia
County, 1859, New Mexico. New Mexico State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe, New Mexico (hereafter cited as NMSRCA). Gregoria Trujillo also obtained a salary of five hundred pesos per month and "the clothes of a seilora" in
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Gallegos petitioned the court for divorce from Gregoria nine months after this
agreement was made. he was free of debt to Rafael Armijo, but remained his employee in Las Cruces. Gregoria Trujillo married Rafael Armijo in 1857, an arrangement with obvious financial and social advantages. The considerable debt accrued
by Dolores Gallegos was possible as the result of the common practice in which
certain work was contracted by an employer, who paid the worker in advance for
the job. By either not completing the job as agreed upon or by "borrowing"
additional funds or goods from the employer, the worker was disposed toward
spiral ing debt.
2. France V. Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexican Missions in the
Seventeenth Century," New Mexico Historical Review 5 (1930), 93-115, 186-210,
386-404.
3. Marc Simmons, trans. and ed., Father Juan Agustin de Morfi's Account of
Disorders in New Mexico, J 778 (Isleta Pueblo, New Mexico: Historical Society of
New Mexico, 1977). 18-19. A fond familial portrait of trade and service-oriented
career tracks appears in Edmundo Delgado, "A Spanish Ranker in New Mexico:
Captain Manuel Delgado of Sa~ta Fe, 1738-1815," New !'Iexico Historical Review
66 (1991), 1-13.
4. Daniel Tyler, "Anglo-American Penetration of the Southwest: The View from
New Mexico," Southwestern Historical Quarterly 75 (1971-72), 330.
5. Byron A. Johnson, "EI Camino Real and the Santa Fe Trail" (manuscript,
Albuquerque Museum, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1981), 13.
6. Tyler, "Anglo-American Penetration," 331.
7. The will of Vicente Ferrer Dunin de Armijo, Santa Fe, 1743, Spanish Archives
of New Mexico Series I. reel 1, frames 246-51 (hereafter cited as SANM). NMSRCA.
8. Marc Simmons, Albuquerque: A Narrative History (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1982), 133. Familial participation in mercantile, military,
and political activities was a regular feature of colonial life. Captain Manuel
Delgado's distinguished military career was the primary occupation that set in
motion mercantile and political activities for himself and his offspring in New
Mexico. See Delgado, "A Spanish Ranker in New Mexico."
·9. Case Against Francisco Armijo. SANM Series I, reel 18, frames 579-604.
This legal case relates a story involving Rosalia Mestas, Jose Francisco Armijo y
Otero and his mother-in-law, Maria Antonia Duran, and a night of domestic violence involving a sabre, a knife, and "malas palabras." The cause of the row was
Francisco's misinterpretation of an innocent act of kindness by another man toward Rosal ia, and resu Ited in an investigation by the alcalde, who extracted an
apology from Jose Francisco.
10. Family Geneaology, Colligan Family Collection, Julian, California.
11. Simmons, Albuquerque, 133.
12. One of their siblings, Vicente Armijo, would father Francisco Armijo y Ote'ro,
who would become Rafael's ward and nemesis later in life.,
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13 .. Most likely an adaptation of "Iio," it can be interpreted as a nickname for
the brothers related to their occupation as merchants, and th'ehandling of bundles.
Further possibilities include liaison, conspiracy, and intrigue.
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Victoria Lerner: Mexican Spies in North America (J 9 J 4 and J9 J5).
Ms. Lerner draws information from the Silvestre Terrazas and Manuel
Gamio Archives at the University of California at Berkeley, the Jose
Maria Maytorena Archives at Claremont College, the National Archives
and Federal Bureau ofInvestigation files in Washington, D.C., among
other sources, to paint a picture of the espionage activities of a group of
Mexican nationals and American supporters during the Mexican Revolution-the years 1914 and 1915 in particular.
These Mexican spies worked within three border areas: Sonora-Arizona-California; Chihuahua-Texas-New Mexico; and TamaulipasCoahuila-Nuevo Leon-Lower Rio Grande area of Texas. The research
focuses mainly on Villa supporters/spies within these areas, who acted
to protect Villista leaders, recruit people for their ranks and uncover
conspiracies, alliances and military operations by enemy factions, mainly
Carrancistas, Huertistas, Orozoquistas and Felicistas.
The writer includes information about a group of women spies who
worked on both sides of the border, noting that the Revolution on the
one hand, and emigrating to the United States on the other, allowed
Mexican women to-ptay new political and social roles during that period.
The article also discusses the function of Mexican consulates in the
United States at the time, and analyzes the problems and characteristics
of all these underground groups, of which very little has been written.

Espias mexicanos en tierras
norteamericanas (1914 y 1915)
VICTORIA LERNER

La frontera de Mexico con los Estados Unidos ha tenido una funcion
politico-militar original y lmica. En ella germino y crecio la revolucion
mexicana del siglo XX. El descontento y las primeras actividades
sediciosas se iniciaron en Mexico pero posteriormente se trasladaron a
los Estados Unidos porque los principales instigadores tuvieron que huir
a Norteamerica para salvarse de las persecusiones y arrestos del grupo
en el poder.
Desde la decada de 1900 prosperaron en Estados Unidos las
actividades de los anarquistas Flores Magon y la revoluci6n democnitica
de Francisco I. Madero. Mas tarde, entre 1911 y 1913, conspiraron en
esos lares diferentes grupos reaccionarios: reyistas, huertistas,
orozquistas, etc. En algunos libros y artic.ulos se han historiado estos
movimientos de diferentes grupos rebeldes con distinta profundidad. I
Menos conocida es la lucha que se dio en los Estados Unidos
posteriormente, de 1914 a 1915, entre tres facciones revolucionarias
mexicanas (villistas, carrancistas y convencionistas). En ella estuvieron
tambien involucrados algunos grupos reaccionarios (orozquistas,
felicistas, huertistas, etc.) los cuales trataron de aprovechar la division
entre los revolucionarios. 2
Este articulo trata de esta ultima epoca (1914-1915). En el no
abordamos todos los aspectos de la lucha de facciones, sino solo
cubrimos una cuestion: el espionaje que se dio en tierras
norteamericanas. Cabe advertir que este fen6meno del ESPIONAJE que
Victoria Lerner tiene publicados varios libros sobre distintos t6picos hist6ricos, ademas
de numerosos articulos sobre la revoluci6n mexicana. Obtuvo su maestria en EI Colegio
de Mexico y su doctorado en UNAM.
Victoria Lerner has published several books on different historical topics, plus a number of articles about the Mexican Revolution. She holds a master's degree from EI Colegio
de Mexico and a Ph.D. from UNAM.
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se dio en plena revolucion mexicana, no ha sido estudiado hasta ahora
por ningun historiador; este articulo por ende es un primer intento en
el cual daremos a conocer quienes realizaron este espionaje y su forma
de operar ... Particularmente nos centraremos en los cuerpos y personas que espiaban para la faccion villista.
Antes de entrar en materia quisiera sefialar que este espionaje entre
1914-1915 se dio en "un corredor fronterizo" el cual abarcaba tres zonas
de los Estados Unidos y Mexico. Estas tres franjas estaban
estructuralmente unidas por su geografia, su comercio y sus pobladores,
yen la coyuntura algida de 1914-1915 por las actividades revolucionarias
que se lIevaban a cabo alii. El espionaje solo fue una forma de enterarse
y detener estas conspiraciones en esta area "fronteriza" y en las grandes
capitales norteamericanas (Washington y Nueva York). A continuacion
seiialaremos estas franjas.
1) Sonora y sus estados vecinos limitrofes norteamericanos, California (Los Angeles, San Diego) y Arizona (en ciudades como Tucson,
Nogales, Douglas, etc.).
2) Chihuahua dellado mexicano y del norteamericano el oriente de
Texas (El Paso y sus alrededores) y el oeste de Nuevo Mexico (Las
Cruces).
3) Los estados de Tamaulipas, Coahuila y Nuevo Leon y las tierras
limitrofes del oriente de Texas, la zona conocida como el "bajo Rio
Grande."
En esta fr~nja mexicano-norteamericana se realizaron importantes
acciones de espionaje. Estas eran realizadas por diferentes personas y
cuerpos de distintas nacionalidades: mexicana, norteamericana u otras.
Por el momento hemos podido detectar cuatro sujetos que conseguian
estos recursos para la faccion villista y que espiaban y obstaculizaban
los movimientos de los grupos contrarios.
Sabemos que el gobierno villista de Chihuahua a cargo del
gobernador Fidel Avila y del secreta rio de gobierno Silvestre Terrazas
tenian en 1914-1915 un organismo de esta especie, el cual se titulaba
pomposamente" Jefatura de comisiones," ligada al "Cuerpo especial del
supremo gobierno". Cobijaba en su seno a numerosos agentes del
gobierno 0 policias especiales que actuaban en las ciudades fronterizas
mexicanas (Ciudad Juarez, Naco, Nogales, etc.) y que atravesaban con
gastos y pasajes pagados a las vecinas norteamericanas, a El Paso, Douglas, Alburquerque, etc. Su paso era faci! porque en esa epoca no habia
real mente requisitos ni cortapisas a la inmigracion mexicana en los
Estados Unidos.
Estos agentes pagados usaban de diversas tacticas para enterarse
de las acciones de sus enemigos y de la informacion que estos ten ian de
sus propios recursos y movimientos. Abrian la correspondencia particular entre Chihuahua y diferentes puntos fronterizos norteamericanos
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de Texas (Fort Bliss, Eagle Pass, Laredo, El Paso, El Rio, etc.), Nuevo
Mexico (Alburquerque) y California (Simmons), la cual incluia planes
premeditados de alzamientos y fugas (por ejemplo de exhuertistas
arrestados en Fort Bliss que pensaban unirse a Orozco en cuanto saliera,
advertencias de no cruzar de un lado a otro, etc.). Tambien solian ir a
las cantinas locales para enterarse entre cervezas y mezcales de los
movimientos de enemigos y hacerse de nuevos amigos que podian ser
de utilidad. Por ultimo, como cualquier espia, se hacian pasar por
"huertistas" 0 por "carrancistas" para relacionarse con gente de esas
facciones que les proporcionaban informacion. Tambien por otros
medios conseguian que individuos de otros grupos les proporcionaran
informacion sobre sus movimientos; por ejemplo en marzo de 1915
logran que Severiano Herrera, quien habia logrado adentrarse entre los
carrancistas dando informes del movimiento felicista, les pase una copia
de los mismos, y que ademas les proporcione datos de los movimientos
carrancistas porque este elemento esta trabajando para los licenciados
Amador y Cabrera.
Ellos denuncian las actividades revolucionarias de sus enemigos en
estas zonas: las juntas y clubs organizados para conspirar, el
reclutamiento de personas para pasar a pelear a Mexico, las
importaciones y robo de ganado, la falsificacion de billetes, la compra .
de armas, los. movimientos de generales, oficiales y adictos de otras
facciones, de sus colaboradores norteamericanos, etc.
Estos espias villistas espiaron durante los anos de 1914-1915 los
movimientos de las facciones enemigas: de los reaccionarios (huertistas,
felicistas, orozquistas,etc), de los carrancistas y los intentos de union
entre ambos. Esto dependia de la faccion que en cada momento parecia
ser la mas peligrosa. Pongamos algunos ejemplos. En enero de 1914,
cuando todavia Huerta esta en el poder notifican por ejemplo que "el
general Pascual Orozco, quien huyo de Ojinaga al triunfar Villa, esta
siendo buscado a 10 largo de la frontera por autoridades federales y
estatales porque se piensa que tratara de atravesar la frontera
norteamericana por seguridad."3 En agosto del mismo ano (cuando
Huerta ya habia sido derrotado) denuncian por un lado que algunos
elementos huertistas y orozquistas en los Estados Unidos estan medio
inactivos y que desean unirse a los revolucionarios en Mexico, Texas y
en otros puntos fronterizos. Textualmente dicen: "algunos colorados de
EI Paso, como Francisco Oropeza, Chavarria y otros buscan la manera
que el Sr. Gral Villa los acepte en sus filas ... Su deseo de cambiar de
afiliacion politica se debe a que el consulado huertista en El Paso ha
quedado cerrado y que ellos ya no tienen a qui en explotar." Pero al
mismo tiempo dejan ver que otros elementos reaccionarios siguen siendo
fieles a su causa y quieren aprovechar el inicio de la division en las fiIas
revolucionarias para beneficio de la misma. Dan informacion sobre los
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intentos y planes de rebelion de Pascual Orozco, de las acciones de
Samuel Caraveo en EI Paso, de como Benjamin Argumedo y otros
reaccionarios menores reclutan gente en Nuevo Mexico y Arizona y de
sus reuniones y conferencias con otros elementos reaccionarios.
Tambien dejan ver los argumentos de estos reaccionarios para
ganarse gente en este momento de pugna de facciones. Los orozquistas
por ejemplo, en agosto de 1914, en unas hojas sueltas que se debian
imprimir en Chihuahua arguian "que la ruptura entre Carranza y Villa
se debia a que este ultimo, pretendia vender los estados de Chihuahua y
Sonora a los EstadosUnidos y que solo el general Orozco podria evitar
semejante contrato."4
En diciembre de 1914 siguen reportando las labores de colorados
(huertistas y orozquistas) en Columbus, Nuevo Mexico, El Paso y en
otras partes; particularmente acusan ante las autoridades
norteamericanas a aquellos que colaboran con los carrancistas y sus
intermediarios. Por ejemplo, en enero de 1915, los espias villistas logran
la aprehension por el servicio secreto norteamericano del chicano Victor L. Ochoa, del filibustero E. Homdahl y de otros chicanos, mexicanos
y extranjeros quienes estaban consiguiendo colorados para que se
unieran a las tropas carrancistas de Benjamin Hill en Sonora. S
Esta colaboracion entre reaccionarios y distintos grupos
revolucionarios en Estados Unidos es importante e indicativa. Se explica
por tres razones:
1) La indole de "GUERRA CIVIL" de la revolucion mexicana origino
desde Mexico un cambio constante de aliados y una disputa entre el
mismo circulo de camaradas y amigos.
2) En periodos algidos, de gran lucha por el poder, como 1914-1915,
(0 en 1919) con tal de ganar, cada grupo estaba dispuesto a aliarse con
el "enemigo acerrimo del pasado," y hasta con el mismo diablo.
3) En tierra extranjera las diferencias entre facciones se liman y
surgen disputas en el interior de una misma. En el fondo estas alianzas
demuestran la relativa "volatilidad" ideologica y potitica-que es una
caracteristica de la revolucion mexicana.
Los espias villistas en esos aiios algidos de 1914-1915 tratan de
proteger a su faccion: por ejemplo al denunciar ados falsificadores de
moneda que operaban en el Paso, Texas, Lino y Demetrio Ponce, y hacer
una advertencia a Hipolito Villa de un tal Sr. Gray que esta proponiendole
mostrarle un lugar en que hay una cantidad de barras de plata escondidas
por Ines Salazar, pero que esto es un engaiio. 6 Este Gray, por informacion
ulterior que tenemos, parece ser un espia y agente carrancista.
En febrero de 1915 siguen informando de movimientos de huertistas
y de sus aliados ("pongo en conocimiento que el Banco de Sonora y el
Banco Minero siguen prestando dinero a los contrarios a nuestra causa;
ofrecieron 50,000 para la junta de San Antonio, Texas"), pero tambien
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informan de complots en contra de un villista importante (probablemente
Silvestre Terrazas). Textual mente un telegrama informa: "Un Sr. Trevino
10 tiene demandado a usted p'or 3,300 dol ares y esta encabezando un
complot contra usted. La casa Russek sigue prestando dinero con el
mismo objeto, conviene que tome sus precauciones."7
En marzo de 1915 ellos mismos siguen a otros enemigos de este
momento, a los felicistas, quienes con la derrota de Huerta son los
elementos que buscan tomar el poder. Dos generales en Estados Unidos,
segun ellos, estaban trabajando para Felix Diaz: Jose Inez Salazar y
Marcelo Caraveo, quienes pensaban atravesar a Mexico para
revolucionar en el estado de Chihuahua, para 10 cual estaban
consiguiendo rifles y municiones. Tambien siguen a los hombres que
ayudana Carranza; notifican, por ejemplo, que Eudivigis Garcia y otras
gentes estan reclutando hombres para pelear con este Iider y que ya
fueron denunciados ante las cortes de justicia norteamericanas y que
proximamente se reuniran las cortes para despachar este asunto. Para
10 cual los villistas estan reuniendo los testigos necesarios. 8
Es indicativo que predominen en esta etapa (desdeagosto de 1914
hasta mediados de 1915) los informes de los movimientos de los
reaccionarios en Estados Unidos; esto se debe a que alii "esos
perdedo~es" iniciaron muchas conspiraciones para regresar a Mexico y
retomar el poder; particularmente Huerta y Orozco actuaron desde "el
exilio" en esos momentos.
Cabe advertir que esta "jefatura de operaciones" tambien funcionaba
en Mexico. Alii tambien se daba informacion valiosa del sesgo que iba
tomando la revolucion; de la division entre constitucionalistas, del
sentido de algunos movimientos villistas, etc. De la estructura y
funcionamiento de este cuerpo no sabemos mucho; solo que fue
creciendo numericamente (enjunio de 1914 solo tenia aproximadamente
10 miembros y para marzo de 1915 ya tenia 136) y de la paranoia y
desconfianza que surgio en su seno, pues lIegaban a espiarse y acusarse
entre S1 y 10 mismo hacian con su jefe Carlos M. Nunez. Esto tambien
es un indicio de que las intrigas y desconfianza que hay en el seno de
cada faccion en esa epoca algida de la revolucion, en la cuallos grupos
contendientes se pelean por el poder con furia. Sobre todo en las filas
villistas hay muchas traiciones y desmoralizacion a medida que va
dec1inando el poder de Villa por las derrotas de 1915 en Celaya, Trinidad,
etc. 9
Otro gobierno villista, el de Sonora, encabezado por Jose Maria
Maytorena en 1914-1915, parece tener un cuerpo similar al del supremo
gobierno de Chihuahua, un servicio de espionaje que era Hamado
"guardia especial del gobernador." Este servicio se encargaba de
interceptar los mensajes de los contrincantes (los carrancistas), de sus
lideres politicos y de sus consules. En enero de 1915 interceptan un
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mensaje enviado desde Douglas, Arizona, por Plutarco Elias Calles, a
Carranza y a Obregon-que estaban en el centro del pais-sugiriendoles
algunas operaciones militares que debian realizar en el futuro. Y a nivel
politico el 22 de enero de 1915 Obregon, desde Puebla, telegrafia a Calles
en Sonora, via Douglas, diciendole "Informeme que partido ha tornado
Maytorena en el choque entre Villa y Gutierrez aunque soy de opinion
que este traidor no definini su actitud hasta que vea qui en de los dos
tiene la fuerza." Los informes de los consules carrancistas ponian
sobreaviso a los villistas de su labor en Estados Unidos en favor de su
causa (de como obtenian armas y gentes, de su lucha por el
reconocimiento diplomatico norteamericano) yde la informacion que·
tenian de los movimientos de los grupos villistas. Por ejemplo, en enero
de 1915 avisan del embargo de valores y propiedades villistas en Estados
Unidos, 10 que Ives G. Lelevier, consul carrancista en Douglas, Arizona,
sabe que los agentes de Maytorena estan reclutando gentes en esa
localidad y que piensa denunciarlos a las autoridades norteamericanas. 1I
Los carrancistas se dan cuenta de que estos telegramas son
interceptados y enviados a Maytorena; cuipan al telegrafista de Douglas. Y para vengarse piensan hacerle 10 mismo. El consul de Nogales,
Arizona (P. B. Torres) Ie dice a Calles en marzo de 1915: "Estoy en
arreglos con telegrafista de Maytorena para proporcionarme copias
telegramas cambhinse entre Villa y otros jefes con Maytorena. Mande
fondos e instrucciones."12 No se dan cuenta de que en realidad Maytorena
tenia todo un cuepo, una guardia "especial" que espiaba las acciones de
sus enemigos-de la cual desafortunadamente no sabemos mucho.
En suma el espionaje de estos cuerpos parece tener cuatro
finalidades:
1) Ayudar a proteger a ciertos Iideres villistas: a Silvestre Terrazas,
Hipolito Villa, Jose Maytorena, etc.
2) Ayudar a su faccion (la villista) al informar de las denuncias que
se pensaban poner en su contra ante las autoridades norteamericanas
por violacion de las leyes de neutralidad.
3) Detener las acciones de sus enemigos (huertistas, felicistas,
carrancistas) al denunciar sus movimientos: el reclutamiento de gentes,
las operaciones militares que planeaban, etc.
4) Finalmente ellos tambien ayudaban a obtener recursos, sobre todo
a apropiarse de aguellos que iban para los carrancistas (armas, parque)
porque lograban que los vendedores 0 intermediarios se los
proporcionaran a ellos.
Antes de terminar este apartado quisiera afiadir que no solo los
villistas tenian cuerpos de espionaje, sino tambien los carrancistas:
empezando por Venustiano Carranza y Alvaro Obregon. Estos tambien
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eran activos en espiar las acciones de sus enemigos, acusarlos a los
agentes del departamento de justicia norteamericano de violar las leyes
de neutralidad americana, etc.
Desde el inicio de la revoluci6n mexicana, 1906 hasta 1915, algunas
mujeres mexicanas que habian inmigrado a Estados Unidos se
transformaron en aguerridas hembras, dispuestas a realizar actos
valientes y hasta temerarios para apoyar los movimientos revolucionarios
de sus amigos, amantes, jefes, protectores, etc. Desde entonces eIlas
fungen como mensajeras, espias y colaboradoras de distintos grupos
revolucionarios: de los Flores Mag6n, de Madero, de Bernardo Reyes,
de Pascual Orozco, de Huerta, etc. 13 Aqui s610 nos referiremos a las que
actuaron en los anos algidos de 1914-1915. Tenemos menciones de una
espia carrancista, la senorita Victoria Echegaray que ganaba 12 dolares
a la semana por trabajar de espia para el consulado carrancista en la
Ciudad de EI Paso; ella, al mismo tiempo, estaba empleda en la
comandancia militar villista de Ciudad Juarez, por 10 cual fue despedida
de este ultimo, pero poco despues fue recontratada para trabajar en el
consulado villista de EI Paso por Enrique C. Llorente, agente confidencial
en Washington. Es una espia que trabaja para los dos'lados, 10 cual tal
vez parece deberse a que los villistas Ie negaron un ascenso. 14 Sabemos
de dos espias villistas en estos momentos, la senorita Polanco, quien
trabajaba en el cuartel militar de Ciudad Juarez, y sobre todo
'encontramos interesantes testimonios de Maria Medrano de Hasekawa,
quien trabajaba en EI Paso bajo las ordenes del Secretario de gobierno
de Chihuahua, el periodista Silvestre Terrazas, desde la etapa
constitucional (cuando Carranza y Villa todavia estaban unidos) y
despues al romperse las relaciones entre ambos jefes revolucionarios.
No sabemos con certeza los lazos que tenia esta "Mata Hari" mexicana
con Silvestre Terrazas, a quien llama en una ocasion su protector.
Probablementeera un tipo de vinculo "paternal," "informal," que cundio
en la epoca de la revolucion mexicana par el torbellino que trajo y porque
la gente necesitaba una "ayuda" 0 guia "para sobrevivir."
En gran medida las actividades de Maria estan dirigidas a espiar e
intentar arrestar a elementos que hacian labor pro-Huerta 0 que iban en
contra los elementos constitucionalistas: en octubre de 1914 descubre a
los falsificadores de moneda mexicana y portadores de moneda falsa en
EI Paso, a otras mujeres mexicanas que pasaban de EI Paso a Ciudad
Juarez para dar informacion a huertistas y orozquistas (Ia Sra. Catalina
de Gonzalez). Tambien da a conocer las acciones de algunos jefes de
los "colorados," de Jose Orozco. IS Mas adelante, en diciembre de 1914,
delata las actividades y reuniones de gente de esta faccion que no Ie
parece afecta al constitucionalismo de Marcelo Caraveo, de Jose Ynez
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Salazar, Francisco Castro y Manuel Martinez. Del primero por ejemplo
relata como a pesar de estar enfermo en un hospital de EI Paso escribe
cartas, tiene conferencias con sus amigos, etc. 16
Esta mujer da cuenta de personas que en El Paso y Ciudad Juarez
estan trabajando para los enemigos, por ejemplo del reclutamiento de
gente para las filas con trarias comenta en diciembre de 1914: "En el
Hotel Versalles estuvo un senor E. Pepi, me informan que recluto a 50
hombres para Torreon y estos individuos no iban a trabajar, iban
enganados, los lIevaban para las filas contrarias." En enero de 1915
Maria Medrano denuncia otras expediciones armadas: "del Paso salieron
19 hombres rumbo a Guadalupe, buscando el modo de pasar para el
sur," y del intento orozquista de pasar en ese momento declara: "salieron
del Paso, Texas, 60 hombres rumbo a Fabens, en donde los esperaba
Pascual Orozco, ese mismo dia se Ie dio aviso al General Ornelas y
contesto dejenlos que estan pasando." En otra ocasion denuncia: "Luis
Herrera esta en San Juanito cerca de Parral, espera gente que Ie va del
Paso y parque que Ie manda Tirso Cano."
Esta mujer tenia otras funciones en beneficio de los miembros de la
faccion villista: obtenia salvoconductos para personas que querian
regresar de El Paso a Ciudad Juarez, 10 cual deja ver que en esa epoca
revolucionaria era mas dificil pasar de Estados Unidos a Mexico por la
trifulca armada.
Era una mujer que estaba dispuesta a todo, incluso a viajar a algunas
poblaciones de Nuevo Mexico y a otros lares para cumplir con las
misiones peligrosas que Ie encomendaba su protector Terrazas. "No Ie
arredraba nada." Ella vigilaba las casas de los enemigos, hacia migas
con empleados y jefes de migracion de Ciudad Juarez y del puente de
Santa Fe, y actuaba en connivencia con detectives y agentes americanos
para apresar a algunas personas.
EI misterio alrededor de su mision se puede ver en el siguiente
comentario del dia 5 de enero de 1915: "sacaron de la casa de Castro
algunas cajas en un automovil (por segunda vez) pude saber que iban
para un rancho del condado de Santa Ana cerca de las Cruces, pero no
se 10 que iba en elias." Se necesitaba un detective para averiguar su
contenido.
Ella en realidad denuncia otro tipo de acciones de sus enemigos,
por ejemplo, sus labores de propaganda. En un momento comenta que
en EI Paso esta Yberri publicando un periodico que se llama "EI Norte,"
muy insultativo, parece que en el habla don Enrique Creel. Agrega "yo
iba a tomar una subscripcion pero pense pedir permiso a Ud. si me 10
concede 10 tomo." 17
Mas adelante en 1916 0 1917 sabemos de otras mujeres que en
diferentes ciudades y poblados de Estados Unidos (en Alburquerque,
Nuevo Mexico, Presidio, Texas, etc.) seguian funcionando como espias
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de alguna facci6n. Pongamos dos ejemplos diferentes: en 1916 la esposa
de Hip6lito Villa, Mabel Silva, es seguida por los agentes del FBI. En
junio de 1916 llega de Cuba-donde habian sido deportados muchos
villistas y la familia 4el general-a casa de su mama 0 de su tia en EI
Paso con una comisi6n muy importante; no explican de que se trata.
Tambien en 1916 cuando los villistas estan en dificultades en Estados
Unidos por los actos de Pancho Villa en contra de los americanos en
Santa Isabel y Columbus, otras mujeres trabajan como espias entre
Nuevo Mexico, Texas (EI Paso) y Ciudad Juarez. Se llaman Laura Rubio
y Rebeca Rodriguez, alias "Raquella." Maria Hernandez, en Presidio,
Texas, tambien parece tener este papel y acusa a unos mexicanos
inmigrantes 0 chicanos de su localidad de ser villistas. 18
Hay que tratar de explicar que origin6 este papel de espia de la mujer
mexicana en los Estados Unidos entre 1906-1915. Esto se debe por un
lado a que la revoluci6n mexicana permiti6 que algunas mujeres
adquirieran un rol politico en Mexico mismo y en Estados Unidos, que
fueran soldaderas, adelitas, espias, telegrafistas con misiones peligrosas,
portadoras de mensajes de los jefes revolucionarios, representantes de
algiJn tider politico en Estados Unidos, fundadoras de organizaciones
para lograr la paz en su pais, miembros de juntas femeniles en favor de
distintas facciones (huertista, constitucionalista), etc. Entonces
cambiaron de vida, estuvieron en campamentos militares, batallas y
trifulcas politicas; la labor de espionaje en estas condiciones no era la
mas peligrosa, tal vez las mujeres podian sentirse mas protegidas al
realizarla.
Estos roles los adquirieron en el Mexico revolucionario y los
continuaron en Estados Unidos al emigrar. En Norteamerica se
fortalecieron y se dieron mas facilmente por la influencia del ambiente
norteamericano en el cualla mujer tenia un papel politico y econ6mico
mas activo, y otra situaci6n social.
Hay que decir que esto implic6 una transformaci6n de la
personalidad de algunas mujeres mexicanas; dejaron atras su sumisi6n,
pasividad, dulzura, etc. A pesar de ello, consideramos que muchas
mujeres mexicanas que vivian en la segunda mitad del siglo XX en los
Estados Unidos, siguieron teniendo roles pasivos y repitiendo los valores
y los patrones de conducta mexicanos: salian con la mama, 0 con alguna
"chaperoria," hasta que se casaban; en su hogar muchas seguian siendo
sumisas; sus ideales eran la piedad, la pureza y eran mas bien apoliticas
en esa tierra extranjera. 19
Estas mujeres espias muchas veces trabajaban con hombres-ya
sea espias de origen mexicano 0 detectives norteamericanos. Maria
Medrano de Hasekawa tenia varios colaboradores eficaces de ambas
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nacionalidades, por ejemplo Ie explica a Terrazas "que no encontrando
senoras de confianza que me ayuden a trabajar, he solicitado ayuda del
senor Ezequiel Morales. "20
Tambien existian hombres espias quienes trabajaban por su cuenta
en favor del villismo en estos anos dificiles; por ejemplo Maria Medrano
de Hasekawa menciona a Hector Ramos. Este trabajaba desde julio de
1914 como espia del servicio secreto constitucionalista, denunciando
las conspiraciones y operaciones de federales y huertistas. Mas tarde,
con la pugna de facciones, el se inclina por el villismo, por 10 cual
descubre y alerta a sus jefes sobre diferentes cuestiones: en octubre de
1914 del reclutamiento de soldados carrancistas en EI Paso realizado
por Emilio J. L6pez (secretario del consulado carrancista en esa ciudad)
yen mayo de 1915 al gobernador de Sonora (Jose M. Maytorena ) de
que un pagador de sus fuerzas estaba probablemente involucrado en el
trcifico de billetes porque mantenia relaciones con unos falsificadores
de moneda de EI Paso (los hermanos Ponce) y con un americano metido
en ese negocio. Tambien en esta coyuntura Ramos esta aliado con
americanos que vendian armas y abastecimientos a Villa, porejemplo,
con Henry C. Kramp, y denuncia ante el F.B.I. los intentos de organizarse
de los huertistas y una expedici6n armada planeada por Victor Ochoa
que Ilevara desde El Paso "colorados" a unirse a las fuerzas del general
carrancista Benjamin Hill en Sonora. 21 Este Ramos en el fondo erajefe
del servicio secreto villista, varios espias trabajaban bajo sus 6rdenes.
En realidad la revoluci6n mexicana propici6 en este momenta algido
esta profusi6n de espias en Estados Unidos. Tambien surgieron en
Mexico, con el mismo fin: averiguar las operaciones militares de los
contrarios. Algunas veces al ser descubiertos eran fusilados; por ejemplo
Maytorena descubri6 y ejecut6 en Nogales, Sonora, espias mandados
por Calles en agosto de 1915. 22
Esta transformaci6n de hombres y mujeres comunes y corrientes
en espias-en Mexico 0 en los Estados U nidos-durante la revoluci6n
debe intentar comprenderse. Por un lado, las multiples facciones que
surgieron en este movimiento originaron la necesidad de "seguir" de
cerca, de espiar al enemigo. Por otra parte este movimiento involucr6
en la lucha por motus propio 0 ajeno a much os hombres y mujeres del
pueblo. Ellos participaron en este movimiento de esta forma y en muchas
otras, como soldados, mensajeros, telegrafistas, como asistentes en
mitines, clubs y juntas revolucionarias.
Por esta participaci6n y por su ideologia, la revoluci6n fue un
movimiento popular, aunque ya desde 1915 habia muchos mexicanos
en Mexico y Estados Unidos cansados de la revoluci6n, los cuales ten ian
una actitud critica hacia ella, 0 francamente apolitica. 23
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Por ultimo hay que mencionar que se habla de hombres espias
villistas en Estados Unidos despues del reconocimiento de Carranza;
en 1916 y 1917. Por la debilidad de esta faccion creo que se trataba de
agentes que tenian alguna mision en los Estados Unidos (comprar
municiones, abastecimientos,entregar mensajes 0 cartas de Villa, hacer
una transaccion financiera para darle dinero a alguna esposa 0 familiar
de Villa) y que al mismo tiempo se enteraban de los movimientos de
otras facciones y de las medidas que pensaba tomar el grupo en el poder
en Mexico. Los involucrados eran ciudadanos americanos (por ejemplo
en EI Paso se habla de Sam Dreben, Victor Caruso, George Holmes)
mexicanos ( P. S. Ochoa, Ruperto Diaz, Geo. Montes) 0 chicanos (Ike
I1derete de EI Paso Texas).24 Nuestra hip6tesis es que el espionaje villista
era en estos aoos menos fuerte, por la debilidad general de esta faccion.
Un indicio es el siguiente: Hector Ramos, espia importante villista entre
1914 y 1915, seguia residiendo en los Estados Unidos en 1916 pero ya
estaba alejado de las actividades politicas y tenia un negocito de
compostura de carros.
Durante la pugna de facciones que abarc6 desde junio de 1914 hasta
el reconocimiento de Carranza (19 octubre de 1915)existian c6nsules
de las facciones contrincantes (villista y carrancista) en las principales
ciudades norteamericanas. Incluso existia un c6nsul del gobierno de la
convenci6n en los primeros meses del aoo de 1915 en una ciudad
fronteriza norteamericana: Eagle Pass, Texas. 25
En estos aoos convulsivos de 1914-1915 estos consules,
representantes de diferentes facciones revolucionarias mexicanas, solo
ocasionalmente protegian a inmigrantes mexicanos y chicanos
maltratados en Estados Unidos (porque ellos no sabian a cmU de ellos
acudir), porque sus principales tareas eran otras: obtener recursos para
la revoluci6n y realizar servicio de espionaje. 26 Informaban de los
movimientos militares, politicos y de dinero de sus contrarios en los
Estados Unidos, identificaban billetes falsos y descubrian quienes los
fabricaban, escondian fugitivos que huian de las dificultades mexicanas
ode la justicia norteamericana, reclutaban gente para pasar a pelear a
Mexico con su facci6n, conseguian armas yparque y aconsejaban a los
lideres y Mexico de algunas medidas militares, politicas y economicas
que debian tomar. Hay comunicaci6n entre consul ados de la misma
facci6n y con Mexico para coordinar estas acciones. Por ejemplo Antonio I. Villarreal-encargado del "Pan American News Service" de los
Angeles por el inspector de consulados carrancista R. Pesqueira-en
1915 escribia que se debia evitar que los cientificos que pululaban en
esta ciudad californiana vendieran propiedades a "trusts" americanos,
como 10 estaban realizandoY
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Los consulados mexicanos en esa epoca funcionaban como centros
de espionaje porque contaban con servicios de informacion, agentes,
comisionados, detectives y espias que trabajaban en sus propios
consulados y que eran pagados alii. Se trataba de hombres 0 mujeres
que sabian obtener informacion, colarse en las filas enemigashaciendose pasar por partidarios de esa faccion-hasta apresar infraganti
a aquellos que violaban las leyes de neutralidad americana al intentar
pasar a pelear al terri to rio mexicano. Pongamos un ejemplo importante
de esta funcion de espionaje de un consulado villista: espias empleados
por el de Washington informaban desde abril de 1915 de las juntas
huertistas en Nueva York ySan Antonio y de los planes de Huerta:cruzar
desde la frontera norteamericana para atacar Ojinaga 0 Ciudad Juarez.
Esto termino con el arresto de Victoriano Huerta y Pascual Orozco en
junio de 1915 por el departamento de justicia norteamericano. 28
Hay que advertir que estos consules obtenian informacion de 10
que pasaba en los consulados rivales porque tenian agentes suyos
trabajando como empleados en el consulado rival. Por ejemplo, el consul
villista en Nogales, Arizona, en abril de 1915 avisa que "en una junta
reciente verificada en el consulado carrancista fue aprobado un proyecto
de poner bombas de dinamita bajo la via de un tren local (en Sonora) a
fin de evitar su paso. "29
Estos consulados tambien tenian quienes trabajaban para ellos en
las ciudades fronterizas del lado mexicano: informantes que estaban
trabajando con el enemigo, hombres dispuestos al ataque de alguna
plaza, etc. Por ejemplo, en abril de 1915 en el consulado carrancista de
Nogales, Arizona, se fraguo un asalto a Nogales, Sonora; para realizarlo
tenian buena cantidad de bombas de mana y 300 hombres armados en
el lado mexicano que estaban en combinacion con ellos. Este complot
10 descubri6 el prefecto de Magdalena, Sonora. 30
Este papel de los consulados en la epoca de la revolucion se entiende
por los siguientes motivos:
1) EIlos tenian telegrafos por medio de los cuales trasmitian al centro
y sur de la republica rapidamente los sucesos politico-militares que
sucedian en el norte.
2) Ellos estaban cerca de los principales puntos de conflicto en esta
epoca y podian ver nipidamente los problemas politicos y operacions
militares que sucedian en Sonora, Baja California, Chihuahua, etc.
Incluso ellos podian mandar pertrechos para fortificar una plaza
mexicana cercana, como sucedio entre Douglas y Naco y entre EI Paso
y Ciudad Juarez en 1914-1915.
3) Ellos y sus espias trabajaban en connivencia con agentes y detectives del departamento de justicia norteamericano para apresar a
conspiradores mexicanos. Tenian sus propios cuerpos (espias, agentes
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y detectives) porque no confiaban por completo en los agentes
norteamericanos y porque querian perseguir en forma directa a sus
enemigos.
En esta epoca convulsa, este papel de los consules se prestaba a
exacciones. Por ejemplo tal parece que un teniente de las fuerzas del
coronel Fragoza en Sonora, presento al consul carrancista Andres Garcia,
una carta falsificada con la firma de este prometiendole pasarse allado
constitucionalista, 10 hizo para sacarle dinero a Garcia. 31
Por ultimo quisiera advertir que tambien estaban involucrados en
actividades de espionaje funcionarios norteamericanos,
centroamericanos, latin'oamericanos, etc. Siguiendo nuestro hilo conductor pongamos el ejemplo de,un consul de un pais centroamericano
que acepto trabajar para los villistas. En enero de 19 I 5, el villista
Demetrio Bustamante encuentra en Nuevo Orleans a un tal Mr.Ibs que
era el consul ad-honorem de la Republica de El Salvador en esa
poblacion; este Ie informo de los movimientos de reaccionarios en esa
poblacion (de Felix Diaz, Querido Moheno, etc.) donde pensaban hacer
una reunion "disfrazada de pacifica," aBe. A raiz de eBo Bustamante Ie
aconseja a Silvestre Terrazas que se dirija a Mr.lbs confilindole la
comision de que vigile todos los movimientos de estos, porque el esta
dispuesto a desempefiar encargos de los villistas y a escribir en la prensa
local a su favor. Finalmente comenta que convendria ofrecerle una
gratificacion mensual."32
En este articulo abordamos un tema que no ha merecido la atencion
especifica de los investigadores de la revolucion mexicana y de la historia
chicana: el espionaje mexicano que se dio en tres zonas fronterizas
norteamericanas entre 1914-1915. Particularmente nos centramos en los
espias que actuaron para la faccion villista en esos afios porque nuestra
investigacion mayor se centra sobre la suerte en Estados Unidos de esta
faccion perdedora de la revolucion.
Dejamos ver en este trabajo que en esos anos y posteriormente
existieron cuerpos de espionaje que actuaron para otras facciones en
Estados Unidos yen Mexico: la carrancista, consules, senoritas, agentes
encargados, cuerpos especiales dependientes de lideres de esa faccion.
Nosotros tenemos informacion abundante sobre la labor de los consules
carrancistas entre 1916 y 1919. No la incluimos porque no quisimos
desviarnos de nuestro tema, del espionaje villista. Las mujeres y cuerpos
especificos que espiaban para los carrancistas merecen otra investigacion
mayor.
En este articulo se descubre que hubo cuerpos especificos dedicados
a espiar para los villistas en los Estados Unidos y en Mexico entre 1914
y 1915: la "jefatura de comisiones" que dependia del gobierno villista
de Chihuahua y un servicio especial del gobernador villista de Sonora
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Jose M. Maytorena, etc. Por escasez de informacion solo logramos
analizar algunas caracterisiticas y problemas que se daban en estos
cuerpos de espionaje.
A partir de este trabajo se palpa que hubo otras personas que se
dedi caron a espiar para los villistas en Estados Unidos entre 1914 y 1915:
los consules (mexicanos) de esa faccion, un centroamericano y mujeres
y hombres particulares que residian en ciudades fronterizas
norteamericanas.
Nuestro trabajo es original en la mayoria de estos aspectos; no existe
ningun estudio que mencione cuerpos de espionaje mexicanos que
funcionaron durante la revolucion mexicana en los Estados Unidos y
Mexico. La labor de las mujeres mexicanas emigrantes como espias
tampoco habia sido investigada. Nosotros la describimos e intentamos
explicarla considerando su situacion en el pais vecino, y la influencia
del Mexico de la revolucion sobre ellas. Cabe sefialar que en los
interesantes estudios sobre la mujer mexicana en Estados Unidos en
esa epoca se analiza su·participacion politica en otros renglones (como
"soldadera" 0 "exsoldadera" como ejemplo), sus funciones economicas
como trabajadora de campo 0 de servicios en una ciudad ayudando al
marido y la persistencia de su rol social como abnegada ama de hogar,
dedicada a cuidar a los hijos, acompafiar a las hijas como "chaperona"
etc.
En cuanto al papel de los consules como espias si hay un trabajo
del Dr. Juan Gomez Quifiones en que con buena informacionprocedente del archivo de Venustiano Carranza-se describe la labor de
vigilancia de algunos consules carrancistas. 33 Nuestro trabajo aborda
explica el espionaje de los consules viJlistas y menciona nuevos aspectos
de los carrancistas a partir de otras fuentes: del Archivo de Silvestre
Terrazas, de Jose M. Maytorena, de William Buckley, del Federal Bureau of Investigation.

NOTAS
1. Veanse por ejemplo los estudios de: Peter Henderson, Mexican Exiles in the Borderlands 1910-1913. (EI Paso, Texas: Western Press, 1979.); W. Dirk Raat, Revoltosos.
Mexico's Rebels in the U.S.A. (College Station, Texas: Texas A&M University Press,
1981); "With Uncle Sam Detective on the Mexican Border," New York Sun, 2 July 1915.
2. Cabe advertir que Huerta lIega a los Estados Unidos en el momento de pugna de
facciones y alii se Ie arresta. Murio poco tiempo despues, sin regresar nunca a Mexico.
Los archivos del Federal Bureau of Investigation (NAW, FBI) contienen mucho material
al respecto. Vease tambien al respecto: Michael Meyer, Huerta: A Political Portrait
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1972); Raat, Revoltosos.
3. Archivo de Silvestre Terrazas, U.C. Berleley (AST), parte I, caja 14 (exp. Chihuahua State, jefatura de comisiones), Resumen de un documento titulado "Datos de enemigos",
s. a., s. f. (1914 ?); (exp. Chihuahua State, oficina de informacion), hoja con informacion
procedente de San Antonio, Texas y Washington, 12 de enero 1914.
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actividades del 17 al 20 y del 21 al 23 de agosto de 1914.
5. AST parte I, caja 14 (exp. Chihuahua State,jefatura de comisiones), Informe del 9 al
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febrero de 1915, Informe de actividades deliS al 21 de marzo de 1915.
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doc I Y 14 (enero de 1915) , "telegramas entre el 22 y 27 de enero de 1915" y "telegramas
entre el 28 y 31 de enero de 1915"; (San Antonio Texas) La Prensa, 29 de enero de 1915,
p. I.
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Caja IV, folder IS, doc S, telegramas entre· el II y 18 de noviembre de 1914; Caja V,
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de marzo de 1915.
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"Entrevista con la Senora Juana Fernandez de Gamboa, en Ciudad Juarez, 10 mayo de
1927", cfr Gamio Manuel, £1 inmigrante mexicano. La histaria de su vida. Notas
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de 1900 a 1967. (Mexico: lJniversidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 1969), 103-127 Y
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'
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From Asturias to New Mexico:
Don Francisco Cuervo y Valdes
EDWARD K. FLAGLER

Francisco Cuervo y Valdes, soldier and administrator, served the Spanish Crown for almost forty years on the northern frontier of New Spain,
from 1678 until about 1715. From March 1705 through July 1707 he
was acting governor of New Mexico, where he is primarily known for
having founded the city of Albuquerque. 1 Although a number of works
have revealed considerable information concerning Cuervo's career as
a servant of the Crown, much of his personal life and family affairs remains shrouded in mystery. The purpose of the .present study is to
present information concerning Cuervo's family background and supposed marriage to dona Maria Francisca Garcia de las Rivas together
with other aspects concerning the life of this representative of Spanish
officialdom.
Don Francisco Cuervo y Valdes was born in La Frontera de Llamero,
jurisdiction of the villa of Santa Maria de Grado, in the province of
Asturias, northern Spain. The legitimate son of Alonso Cuervo Palazio
and Ana Suarez, he was baptised in Llamero on 16 June 1651. 2 Thus it
is possible that he was born in May of that year. Alonso Cuervo and
Ana Suarez belonged to the numerous lower middle class nobility of
Asturias. It is quite possible that they possessed at least a modest tract
of land which provided sufficient farm produce for them to live on. In
southern Spain-Andalusia and Extremadura--'-the total number of
nobles was insignificant in comparison with the rest of the population.
However, they generally lived on vast estates that had been granted their
Edward K. Flagler is director of the American Studies Program at the Instituto de
Estudios Norteamericanos, Barcelona, Spain, where he teaches Spanish borderlands,
United States history, and Native American studies. He earned his doctorate in modern
history at the University of Barcelona.
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ancestors by the Crown in compensation for services performed in the
wars of the Reconquest and had developed a lifestyle that permitted
them to disdain manual labor as something below their social class.
In contrast, the mountain areas of northern Spain, including
Cuervo's native Asturias, had never been effectively controlled by the
Muslim invaders, and therefore the inhabitants had "preserved their
honor" from generation to generation in the isolation of their mountain
communities carrying with them "their origin of known property." They
had no need to prove that they were "hijos de algo" (sons of somebody) for they and their families along with their traditional trades and
professions were known by everyone. The official padrones (censuses)
include wagon drivers, tailors, stonecutters, bricklayers, shoemakers,
and tavern keepers among these hidalgos. Some were even officially
listed as "pobres de solemnidad" (poor as churchmice).3
Proof of Cuervo's noble lineage is his election in 1691 as alcalde of
the Holy Brotherhood of Grado for the category of "hijos nobles" and
his investiture in the Military Order of Santiago. 4 About the year 1699
while serving as governor of Coahuila province he was knighted in the
Convent of San Francisco in Monterrey, Mexico. S Candidates were required to belong to the nobility and investiture in any of the military
orders of chivalry was always preceded by a meticulous investigation
of the candidate's ancestry with particular emphasis on the absence of
"unclean" Jewish blood, and an untarnished reputation.
In regard to his immediate family, don Francisco had at least two
brothers; Juan Cuervo y Ventoza, who remained a resident of Grado,
and Ildefonso Cuervo y Valdes who served as a royal official in the city
of Guadalajara, New Spain. 6 During this period the mother's surname
was frequently not used after that of the father as is current practice in
Spain today.7 However, the use of the second surname Valdes by Francisco and Ildefonso is somewhat of a mystery as the investigation conducted by the tribunal of the Order of Santiago reveals no ancestors by
the name of Valdes.
When Cuervo was about seventeen years old he left his hometown
for Madrid and either in 1677 or 1678 arrived in New Spain. 8 On 13
April 1678, he was promoted to Captain of Infantry at the royal settlement of San Juan Bautista in the province of Sonora, or Nueva Andalucia
as it was also called. Cuervo continued in Sonora until 1680 and then
spent approximately a year in Mexico City recruiting and preparing a
company of soldiers for service in the Philippine Islands. Then on 6
February 1681, he was appointed Visitador General (general inspector)
for the province of Sonora. The position specifically included San Juan
Bautista, the Real de San Miguel Arcangel and the Royal Mines at San
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Ildefonso de Ostimuri. In addition at one time or another he served as
alcalde mayor and capitan a guerra for the royal mines at San Juan
Bautista. 9
In 1682, theOpata Indians of Sonora rebelled against the Spaniards
and "Lieutenant Governor" (probably a temporary appointment) Cuervo
was sent to campaign against them. Moving boldy against the upper
Montezuma River towns of Turicachi, Cuquiarachi, and Tebadeguachi,
Cuervo defeated the Opatas and executed several of their leaders. The
latter was to cause considerable resentment among the Indians. It was
said that Cuervo had ruined Sonora and by executing the Opata chiefs
had created an atmosphere of distrust and hate which made it difficult
to return the Opatas to an alliance with the Spaniards. 10
However, for the moment the frontier areas of the towns of Santa
Maria, San Miguel Bavispe, and San Juan Guachinera had been pacified
thanks mainly to Cuervo's energetic action. Upon completion of his tour
of duty in Sonora the customary residencia or investigation of his service record credited him with having performed his duties "cleanly and
with zeal" and furthermore stated that he was entitled to the honors
that the King should see fit to bestow upon him. II
The Great Southwestern Revolt which commenced with the Pueblo
uprising in New Mexico, spread to the province of Nueva Vizcaya in
the spring of 1684. On 6 May, the Janos and Sumas of Mission Nuestra
Sefiora de la Soledad-present city of Janos-revolted, killing their missionary, Fray Manuel Beltran, and Captain Antonio de Alviso, along
with a servant. Captain Francisco Ramirez, in command at Casas
Grandes, received news of the affair on 11 May and immediately sent
word to EI Paso for aid. Meanwhile other Sumas at Santa Maria de
Carretas joined the rebellion and then the Conchos of the area south of
Casas Grandes followed suit. At San Francisco de la Toma near EI Paso,
the Sumas abandoned their mission and the Conchos and Sumas of OJ ito
de Salamayuca joined in destroying Mission Gertrudis. The situation
was indeed critical with a large number of the hostiles moving on Casas
Grandes when aid was finally sent by Governor Jironza from EI Paso
and troops from Sonora led by Cuervo arrived to drive them off. 12
Together with Cuervo's men, the settlers at Casas Grandes, and thirty
of Jironza's soldiers, the Spaniards had a strong force of some one hundred harquebuss-armed troops. They encountered over two thousand
Indians on Penol del Diablo near Casas Grandes and in early June were
able to drive the Indians from this strong defensive position. However,
in the ensuing follow-up campaign the Spaniards were unable to force
the hostiles from the hill and after a sharp engagement 'in which the
soldiers and their Indian auxiliaries suffered heavy casualties-several
dead and thirty-three wounded-they were compelled to withdraw. Then
in September 1684, a large body of Sumas and Janos attacked Casas
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Grandes, carrying off all the stores and livestock. Once again Cuervo
went to the aid of Captain Ramirez, leading a hundred mounted riflemen on a march that took them a hundred and thirty leagues in pursuit
of the marauders. By that December the hostiles were suing for peace. 13
Cuervo's gift for organization and unrelenting activity against the
enemy apparently drew the attention of his superiors, for on 14 July
1687 he was appointed acting governor and captain general of the eastern borderland province of Nuevo Leon. There he replaced the Marques
de San Miguel de Aguayo who would later win fame for his role in the
reoccupation of Spanish Texas. 14
During his tenure in Nuevo Leon, Cuervo cooperated closely with
other colleagues, notably don Alonso de Leon, governor of neighboring
Coahuila province which was being devastated by the Indians led by
their chief, don Pedrote. These Indians had committed numerous depredations against ranches and settlements, including Hacienda de Caopas
and Mission Contotores. As a result, Governor Leon led a punitive expedition against them which in addition to his own force included eight
well-armed, especially chosen men who along with one hundred and
fifty horses had been provided by Governor Cuervo. 15
The following year the situation in Coahuila became even more critical due to another widespread Indian outbreak. De Leon sent urgent
pleas for aid to the authorities of Parras, Saltillo, Nueva Vizcaya, and
Nuevo Leon. However, only Governor Cuervo responded and due mainly
to the troops he sent it was possible to practically pacify the province
by April 1688. Cuervo himself conducted several punitive expeditions
against the Indians, many of whom were led by a survivor ofthe French
colony established in 1684 at Matagorda Bay, Texas, by Robert Cavelier,
sieur de La Salle.
On one of these incursions against the hostiles, Cuervo managed to
capture the wiley Frenchman who had gathered nearly a thousand Indians to fight the Spaniards. 16 Although not specifically identified in the
report, he was probably Jean Jarri who deserted La Salle's colony before its destruction by the Indians. Jarri was sent first to Monclova and
then to Mexico City for interrogation. Although his capture was credited to de Leon, apparently it was Cuervo who actually brought him in.
The information provided by Jarri was later instrumental in the Spanish
decision to explore and occupy Texas.
Cuervo's life between the years 1689 and 1696 is somewhat confusing. However, we do know that his fortunes went from one extreme to
another; from imprisonment under false accusations to marriage with a
person who would facilitate his investiture in the prestigious Military
Order of Santiago.
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A memorial (report) dated 11 July 1690, and filed in the General
Archive of the Indies in Seville states that "Don Francisco Cuervo y
Valdes [is] a prisoner in the Royal Prison at this Court by order of the
Chamber and Council of the Indies."17
The document, endorsed by Cuervo himself, states that in 1681,
having been appointed by Bartolome de Estrada to the position of
Visitador and alcalde mayor-capitlm general of Sonora, Francisco
Iglesias, alcalde mayor of Ostimuri denounced him before the Audiencia
of Guadalajara because of his desafecto (dissaffection). This and ~'spe
cious motives" are the only reasons stated for the accusation. Furthermore, the royal scribe appointed to handle the case in Mexico was one
Luis de Morales, a man who Cuervo had previously processed for supposed crimes. Cuervo protested the appointment of this clerk, but the
orders of the Audiencia instructing Morales not to continue with the
case came late, after Cuervo had been condemned to prison, the loss of
his patrimony, and exile in the Philippine Islands. He was sent to Spain,
however, rather than the Philippines, where he was imprisoned. IS
In Spain, Cuervo had access to greater legal resorts and personal
connections to obtain his freedom. First of all, the court order sentencing him was based on accusations formulated by Morales in relation to
the residencia of Bartolome Estrada held four years before which concluded with the latter's exoneration and that of his ministros (officials).
Estrada had appointed Cuervo visitador and capitan general of Sonora.
Cuervo, who was still in prison in 1696, requested that he be included
in the royal pardon which had been proclaimed in conjunction with the
marriage of King Carlos II to Maria Ana of Neuberg in 1689. 19 Although
written evidence is lacking it is possible that this petition was taken into
consideration. At any rate on 11 January 1695 don Martin de Solis publicly declared as a witness in Cuervo's request for entrance in the Military Order of Santiago that don Francisco had been fully exonerated
and the charges dropped. This of course is more than a royal pardon
and suggests that Cuervo had been falsely accused in the first place.
Cuervo's fortunes began to improve considerably at this time. First
of all he married a lady of noble birth, dona Margarita de Alderete, probably prior to the month of June 1695. Included in the dowry of dona
Margarita was the privilege of investiture in anyone of the military orders, something her father had preferred to transfer to his daughter. As
females could not enter the orders it was understood that her future
husband would inhe;rit the privilege. The royal certificate authorizing
the aforementioned is of particular interest for it also confirms the marriage of don Francisco and dona Margarita:
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The grace of the cloak of the Military Orders, without
exempting that of Santiago, which was granted to Don
Luis de Alderete, who having died without making use
of this favor I resolved in a decree dated the twentysixth of December of the year one thousand six-hundred and eighty-five should be granted to Dona
Margarita de Alderete his daughter for the person whom
she might wed; and having married Don Francisco
Cuerbo y Baldes, I have decided in a decree dated the
fourth of the present month shall be verified by in him.
And having chosen the Order of Santiago, I order you
that upon presenting you with this my certificate within
thirty days from this date, you shall procure to receive
the accustomed information in order to know if the said
Don Francisco Cuerbo y Baldes possesses the necessary qualifications that are required of him, in accordance with the regulations of the same Order; and
having determined that he does possess them you shall
deliver to him the title to the said cloak in order that I
might sign, and thus is my will.
Dated in Madrid, on the thirteenth of October of
one thousand six hundred and ninety eight. 20
As a part of his rehabilitation and in recognition of his excellent
service record to the Crown, King Charles II appointed Cuervo on 30
August 1695 to succeed don Gregorio de Salinas Varona as governor of
Coahuila province when the laUer's term expired in 1698. Back in New
Spain once again, on 28 May 1698 Cuervo formally took possession of
the coveted position he had worked so hard to obtain. And sometime
between 1698 and 1703, probably in 1699, he was invested with the robe
of S1. James. The event took place in the Convento de San Francisco in
Monterrey and in accordance with established ritual don Francisco
Vergara y Mendoza, governor of the province of Nuevo Leon acted as
witness at the ceremony.21 Not even don Diego de Vargas, reconqueror
of New Mexico, achieved that honor.
During the five years he served as governor of Coahuila, Cuervo
displayed the same dynamic talents so characteristic of him. In addition
to pacifying the province he devoted considerable time and expense to
rebuilding churches and missions in addition to establishing new ones.
At his own expense he rebuilt and furnished with bells and ornaments
the parish church of Coahuila and the Santuary of Our Lady of
Azapopan. He also concerned himself with the proper moral behavior
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of settlers and friendly Indians alike, paying out of his own pocket the
expenses for fifteen marriages for couples who had been living out of
wedlock. 22
Cuervo founded a total of six new missions, twenty-five homes
with their corresponding fields for new settlers, and a presidio complete with its garrison. As many ofthe Indians were practically starving
he found it necessary to supply them with two hundred fanegas of corn
and thirty horses until they could harvest their own crops. At his own
expense he conducted a number of Spanish families to augment the
population of Monclova and the country to the north of that villa. By
the time he completed his term in 1703, Cuervo had founded seven new
towns with a total population of one thousand forty people. 23
Cuervo had been without employment for a year and nine months
when in 1704 the news of Diego de Vargas' death reached Mexico City.
The reconqueror of New Mexico had barely begun his second term as
governor when at the beginning of April he fell ill while campaigning
against the Faraon Apaches. He was taken to the home of Fernando
Duran y Chaves, alcalde mayor of Bernalillo where he expired on 8 April,
shortly after dictatinghis last will and testament. 24
On 4 August the fiscal of Viceroy Francisco Cueva, Duke of
Alburquerque, drew up a report for the king informing him that on 4
June, Francisco Cuervo y Valdes had been appointed acting governor
of New Mexico. He also indicated that Cuervo had been selected "for
his extensive military and civil services, and for his experience with the
natives of those lands. "25
The Duke of Alburquerque did not write King Felipe V until II October 1704, informing him officially of his interim designation of Cuervo
and requesting royal confirmation of the appointment. 26 If the viceroy
had written his letter in August when the fiscal prepared the original
report it is possible that Cuervo would have received confirmation of
his appointment. However, the viceroy's letter did not reach the monarch until two days after he had officially appointed Almirante Jose
Chacon Medina Salazar, Marques de la Pefiuela to a five-year term.
Cuervo was living in Zacatecas when he received the news of his
appointment. From that city he journeyed to Mexico City where he took
the oath of office and received instructions from the Duke of
Alburquerque, then very concerned with the unstable situation in New
Mexico. The viceroy must have been pleased with Cuervo's enthusiasm
and determination. Indeed, he had personally chosen the Asturian due
to his proven dedication and over twenty years of experience on the
frontier. The Duke of Alburquerque had been instrumental in having de
Vargas reappointed as governor of New Mexico and must have felt that
in Cuervo he had found a worthy successor. 27 The trip from Mexico
City to Santa Fe was described by Cuervo as "long and difficult." His
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introduction to New Mexico was hardly propitious, for his party was
delayed at EI Paso due to Apache raids in the vicinity of that post. It
was not until 10 March 1705 that he was able to take office in the provincial capital.
Shortly after arriving in Santa Fe, Cuervo must have met dofia Maria
Francisca Garcia de las Rivas, a lady of noble Spanish family residing
in Santa Fe. Cuervo's wife, dofia Margarita de Alderete, is believed to
have died at an unknown date prior to his appointment as governor of
New Mexico. No offspring have been documented for this marriage.
However, in 1707, while in Santa Fe, Cuervo sent a petition to the king
seeking aid for his "three male children, poor and unprotected." For the
eldest, Francisco Cuerbo y Torres, a student at the Colegio.de San Juan
in Guadalajara, Nueva Galicia, Cuervo requested a "canonry or cathedral prebend in the Cathedral of said city" or "a position as judge in the
Real Audiencia of the aforementioned city of Guadalajara."28 The child's
age is not given, but he must have been at least six, perhaps older. It
would seem logical that Cuervo should leave a son in a school in
Guadalajara instead of taking him to rustic, frontier New Mexico where
none was available.
The fact that Cuervo had a child of school age in 1707 suggests
that possibly dona Margarita did in fact bear him offspring. The use of
the second surname Torres is somewhat confusing and indicates one of
two possibilities as to the identity of the child's mother. Either Torres is
a surname taken from an ancestor of Cuervo or of his wife, or it is the
surname of a different woman, as yet unidentified. Although today normal Spanish usage requires the surname of the mother after that of the
father, this was not always done. A good example is the fact that Cuervo
himself never used his own mother's surname of Suarez and chose to
use Valdes instead.
Although at least one historian states that Cuervo married dona
Maria Francisca Garcia de las Rivas, there is no evidence as to when or
where the marriage took place. 29 Indeed there is good reason to believe
that they were never married. An examination of the data available
should clear up any doubts in this regard.
Dolia Maria Francisca, a native of Mexico City, moved to New
Mexico with her parents in 1694. Her father, don Miguel Garcia de las
Rivas, belonged to the hidalgo class of nobility, and served with de
Vargas in the reconquest, providing his own horses and weapons as befitted a person of his social status. One of his sons, Francisco, died fighting the Indians during the campaign. 30 Garcia de las Rivas served for
many years as corregidor (chief magistrate) and alcalde mayor of Santa
Fe and there is much documentation concerning him and his activities. 31
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Dona Maria Francisca's mother was Micaela Velasco, also of noble
lineage. The correspondence between her and the provincial authorities
in New Mexico casts serious doubts over the existence of a formal marriage between Cuervo and Maria Francisca.
In October 1707, Maria Francisca returned to Mexico City with
Cuervo. This was some three months after he had been relieved as governor of New Mexico. Cuervo continued to serve the Crown in other
capacities until his death which occurred sometime prior to 1716. In
January of that year Maria Francisca was living in Mexico City and was
in the process of suing the heirs of Cuervo for the sum of ten thousand
pesos which she claimed he owed her.
In January 1716, dona Micaela, residing in Santa Fe, submitted a
petition on behalf of her daughter to Governor Felix Martinez requesting a copy of a escriptura (sworn statement) which had been drawn up
and signed by the late Francisco Cuervo y Valdes in which the latter
promised to marry Maria Francisca once he obtained permission from
the crown to do so. Apparently this authorization was necessary because at the time the document was prepared he was serving in the royal
position of governor and captain general of New Mexico. Furthermore,
dona Micaela states that in the escriptura Cuervo promised to pay her
daughter the sum of ten thousand pesos in case he did not marry her. 32
According to dona Micaela, all the details of the agreement were
included in the copy of the sworn statement that she was trying to recover from the Santa Fe archives where it was supposed to have been
filed. She also states that Cuervo had managed to obtain the original
document from her daughter under the pretext of wanting to examine it
more closely and never returned it.
When the copy of the copy of the document did not appear in the
provincial files, dona Micaela persisted in her request for evidence that
Cuervo had never married her daughter. Although he had died by 1716,
she states that the ten thousand pesos comprised a debt that Cuervo's
legal heirs were bound to satisfy. The identity of the latter is an intriguing question. Obviously they were not her daughter's children. The only
answer is that they were the legal offspring of a previous marriage and
in this case the only person on record as Cuervo's wife is Margarita de
Alderete, unless Cuervo had given recognition to children born out of
wedlock by another woman. Still another possibility is that dona Micaela
was suing one of Cuervo's brothers in the supposition that he had inherited Cuervo's estate.
Upon the petition of dona Micaela, two witnesses were called upon
to testify, Alfonso Rael de Aguilar and Jose Manuel Gil Thomas, both
officers of long standing in New Mexico. Their testimony is ofparticu-
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lar interest as it throws considerable light on the question of whether
Cuervo ever married dofia Maria Francisca, at least while they were in
New Mexico.
Rael de Aguilar states that he was present when Cuervo signed and
delivered the sworn statement to dofia Maria Francisca. Furthermore,
he affirms that Maria Francisca had an illegitimate son named Francisco
Antonio Xabier and that the father was Francisco Cuervo and that "this
fact is well known in the villa [Santa Fe) and throughout the Realm."
Gil Thomas supported this testimony in his declarations and added that
Maria Francisca's child was recognized by Cuervo "as his illegitimate
son and that his name was don Francisco Antonio Xabier."33
The evidence appears to be conclusive regarding the supposed second marriage of Francisco Cuervo. However, he continued to petition
the king on behalf of his sons. As Professor Ovidio Casado-Fuente
states, Cuervo's many years of service plus a donation of seven thousand pesos made to the royal treasury obtained the desired results, for
on 12 July 1712, Francisco Antonio Cuervo was granted the position in
the Royal Treasury of "official supervising judge and commission agent
for the chests of Zacatecas." As the boy was only six years old at the
time, he received the appointment en futura, thus assuring him employment when he reached legal age. 34
Francisco Antonio is obviously the son born out ofwedlock in Santa
Fe, while Francisco Cuervo y Torres, a student in Guadalajara, Spain in
1707, would be an older half-brother of the former. In 1733, Francisco
Antonio began the legal process of obtaining an amparo de nob/eza, the
official recognition that his family was of noble background, both on
his father's and his mother's side of the family. To handle the part of
the investigation involving New Mexico he named Juan Paez Hurtado, a
well known officer who had served his father and de Vargas. In 1735 the
viceroy confirmed the "quasi-possession" of nobility in favor of Francisco Antonio and his heirs. 35
The fact that Francisco Antonio had to resort to obtaining official
recognition of his noble background supports the evidence denying that
a marriage ever took place between Cuervo and Maria Francisca. Finally, the viceroy gave quasi-possession of nobility instead offull recognition. Possibly this was due to Francisco Antonio's illegitimate birth,
even though his father recognized him as his son. Why Francisco Cuervo
never married dofia Maria Francisca remains an unsolved question.
The topic of Cuervo's two-year term as acting governor of New
Mexico is subject matter for another paper. However, a brief mention
here of later events in his varied lifetime will serve to complete the
present study. Cuervo did his best to produce tangible results in New
Mexico with the hope of obtaining royal confirmation of his temporary
appointment as governor and used his previous experience as a colo-
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nizer to full avail. In February 1706 he established the villa of Albuquerque without bothering to request royal permission from the viceroy.36 When Cuervo informed his benefactor and requested the usual
royal donation of a bell, ornaments, holy images, chalice, and cruets to
equip the new church-future San Felipe. de Neri-the Duke of
Alburquerque sent him the objects but at the same time included instructions "not to proceed to found another [settlement] without first
informing his Excellency and stating the motives he might have."37
However, in Mayor early June 1706 Cuervo had already gone ahead
and founded still another villa, this time north of Santa Fe, one that did
not survive. According to Fray Juan Alvarez in a testimony signed on 5
June 1706, Maestro de Campo Roque Madrid requested on behalf of
the settlers of "La Canada de Chimayo" that the governor regroup them
in a new villa because their scattered ranches were too vulnerable to
Ute and Navajo raiders. In his report Cuervo stated that in accordance
with the stipulations specified in Title Seven, Book Four of the Laws of
the Indies he had
founded a villa of Spanish settlers between the two rivers-El Grande del Norte and the valley of La Canada
in a good location ofland, water, pasture, and firewood
ten leagues north of this villa of Santa Fe and calling it
Santa Maria del Grado ... there are twenty-nine families comprising three hundred eighteen persons, old and
young, the Church and Royal Buildings ... all at no
extra expense to the royal treasury. 38
How characteristic of Cuervo. At the age of fifty-five he must have
felt nostalgia for the green mountains of his native Asturias when he
named the new settlement. On 1 August 1707, Marques de la Penuela
relieved Cuervo as governor of New Mexico. As his residencia was still
pending he stayed on in the province until late in the year. During this
time there was considerable friction between the two men, motivated
apparently by the demands of the presidial soldiers who felt that Cuervo
had manipulated their pay accounts, charging them exorbitant prices
for merchandise. Also there was disagreement between Cuervo and the
Marques regarding the value of merchandise stored in the governor's
warehouses. 39
Cuervo left for Mexico City wi th his family at the end of 1707. Once
in the viceregal capital he initiated proceedings against the presidial soldiers who he claimed owed him the sum of forty-three thousand pesos
for supplies distributed during his administration. He also initiated pro-
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ceedings against the Marques de la Penuela who was ordered by the
Audiencia to pay Cuervo for corn and wheat at a higher price than originally stipulated, plus the loss of three horses. 4o
In 1711 Cuervo became factor veedor and official judge of the Treasury at Zacatecas. The following year he was promoted to factor of the
Treasury and Finances at Guadalajara. 41 Although the date of his death
is not known we do know that he had passed away by January 1716
when dona Micaela initiated proceedings against his heirs. 42
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Re-examining the Black Legend:
Contact Period Demography in
the Rio Grande Valley of New Mexico
WINIFRED CREAMER

One of the widespread assumptions of the Black Legend is that Spanish
explorers were responsible for the precipitous decline in population that
occurred among the indigenous people of the New World because they
spread European diseases to native people who had no resistance to
them. Although we know that decimation occurred in Latin A~erica,
the situation on the northern frontier of New Spain is not as clear cut.
What has been needed is study of demography-population distribution and change-during the Protohistoric period from·A.D. 1450 to
1680. This article outlines a strategy for investigating demographic
change among the Puebloan occupants of the northern Rio Grande Valley, and presents some initial results of recent research :on this topic.
The work described is part of a multidisciplinary research project with
the goal of identifying the nature of change in Native American society
resulting from Spanish contact and domination.
The Northern Rio Grande Research Project was initiated in 1987 by
Winifred Creamer of Northern Illinois University, and Jonathan Haas of
the Field Museum of Natural History. The discussion of demography
that follows represents the first phase of a long-term, interdisciplinary
study of change in Pueblo society from prehistoric to historic times.
Knowledge of population distribution and change is fundamental to our
understanding of the Protohistoric period, as it forms the basis for discussion of factors that influenced economic, political, and religious systems at the time of European contact and beyond.
At the moment offirst European contact in 1540, the Spaniard Francisco Vazquez de Coronado and a band of followers had entered New
Mexico on a mission of exploration to look for gold and other riches.
Winifred Creamer is assistant professor of anthropology at Northern Illinois University.
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Interested in religious conversion of the people, they noted a thriving
population of pueblo Indians living in many towns of hundreds, and
possibly thousands, of people. By 1706, however, only eighteen pueblos are believed to have remained. I Some of the decline in population
was due to disease, as epidemics of smallpox were reported during the
1600s. Scholars, however, continue to debate the impact of disease, the
decline of population, and when each may have occurred.
The research currently underway examines the population dynamics in the northern Rio Grande region prior to and following the arrival
of the Spanish in the sixteenth century. Basic problems being addressed
include: determining the relative size of the population in the northern
Rio Grande in the decades prior to any possible influence from early
European explorers; and the population dynamics during the decades
immediately prior to the first contact with Europeans and in the century folloWing contact.
In approaching these demographic issues, the northern Rio Grande
region is being examined as a whole in order to have a relatively comprehensive picture of population growth, migration, and decline. One
specific example from San Marcos Pueblo, located south of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, will also be discussed.
The research area is broadly considered to include the territory between Taos Pueblo on the north, Isleta Pueblo on the south, Jemez
Pueblo on the west and Pecos Pueblo on the east (Fig. I). This area,
approximately 17,000 square kilometers, includes almost all ofthe modern "eastern" Pueblos. It also contains myriad archaeological sites, making it one of the richest zones of archaeological resources in North
America.
Today, the area is occupied by numerous pueblo communities, which
are commonly grouped by language. The Keresan speaking group includes Cochiti, Santo Domingo, San Felipe, Santa Ana and Zia; the Tewa
speakers include San Juan, Santa Clara, San Ildefonso, Tesuque and
Nambe; the Towa speakers include only Jemez today (and Pecos, historically)~ and the Tiwa speakers include Taos and Picuris in the north,
and Sandia and Isleta in the south. 2 Historically, there was also a Tanoan
language group occupying the sites in the Galisteo Basin southeast of
Santa Fe, and the modern village of Hano on the First Mesa at Hopi is
believed to represent the descendants of the Galisteo Basin Tanoans. 3
Although no modern pueblos are located in the northernmost subarea,
referred to as the lower Chama drainage, during the protohistoric period it was occupied most probably by Tewa speakers. 4
Relations among the Pueblo people ofthe northern Rio Grande have
long been characterized by complex patterns of interaction and communication. 5 As observed ethnographically and historically the nature
and extent of these relations dictate a broad regional approach to the
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Fig. 1: The northern Rio Grande research area, showing the location of
the modern pueblos.
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protohistoric period. We know that in the mid-nineteenth century, for
example, the last inhabitants of the Towa-speaking pueblo of Pecos
moved completely across the research area (a total of eighty-five kilometers) to take up residence at the Towa pueblo of Jemez. 6 Yet in another nineteenth qmtury migration, the remaining Tanoan-speaking
residents of Galisteo Pueblo moved in with their immediate neighbors
in Keresan-speaking Santo Domingo. 7 Thus, neither linguistic affiliation nor geographical proximity fully determines the social relationships
and interaction between individual pueblos.
Generally, over the entire northern Rio Grande region, the Puebloans
were held loosely together by a complex web of linguistic and social
ties. In order to begin to understand patterns of population movement
and change in the protohistoric period, therefore, it is necessary to approach the issue of demography with a broad regional view.
Estimates of contact period population in the Rio Grande Valley
have been derived from documents, ethnography of puebloan groups,
and archaeological data. Each source has value along with some drawbacks.
Though difficult to interpret, actual population figures appear in a
variety of sixteenth century documents. Pedro de Castaneda noted in
1540-41 that pueblos had, "two hundred residents, the largest one containing between eight hundred and onethousand.... All these pueblos,
counting those on side trips, total sixty-six, as I have stated. All combined must contain about 20,000 men. This can be easily estimated by
the population of the pueblos, for between them there are no villages or
houses, but on the contrary, the land is all uninhabited."s
In 1582, Antonio de Espejo reported, "I there found [in one portion
of the present research area] eleven pueblos. with a great many inhabitants, more than 40,000 souls, in my estimation, counting men; women,
and children."9 These two passages illustrate the difficulties of estimating contact period population. Castaneda's estimate yields an average
of 303 "men" per village, while Espejo noted an average of 3,636 "souls"
per village, an order of magnitude of difference. Attempts to adjust population reports for varying village sizes, or to include women, children
and the elderly, when they may have gone uncounted, yield inconsistent results.
Additional difficulties include the fact that while more than sixty
pueblos were identified by early explorers, some villages, such as the
Tewa pueblos north of Santa Fe, were only mentioned by Gaspar Castano
de Sosa and not further reported until don Juan de Onate's settlement
of the area in 1598. Each traveler appears to have noted a different number of villages along similar but varying routes of exploration.
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Typically, researchers have sought compromise in interpreting these
accounts, and conservative population estimates have resulted. Edward
H. Spicer noted there were sixty to seventy villages in the eastern pueblos region at the time of contact. "No village was large, the largest probably being less than two thousand inhabitants. Most of them were not
over four hundred people."lo What ethnohistoric accounts may provide
is an upper and lower range of population in the northern Rio Grande
region.
Following Spicer, if 80% of villages were assumed to have a maximum of 400 persons, and the remaining 20% with 1,000 inhabitants,
regional population would be approximately 36,400. If Castaneda's total of 20,000 men was multiplied by five to factor in women, children
and elderly family members, a figure of100,000 is obtained. Schroeder's
conclusion that the total pueblo population was around 50,000 in the
late 1500s is based on a similar calculation. II Other data must be examined to evaluate these estimates.
Attempts have been made to reconstruct pueblo family size, and
number of rooms used per family from ethnographic accounts of southwestern pueblos. This information has been compiled by several authors
and used to estimate population from room counts at abandoned pueblo
sites. Factored into this equation is an estimate of how many people
lived in a pueblo village at any given time. Harold S. Colton arrived at
an average family size of four to five, based on ethnographic data from
Hopi. 12 His model assumed that there would be two people living in each
ground floor room of a pueblo village. A study of the effects of population aggregation on roofed space per person also utilized 100% occupancy of Pueblos, based on contemporary pueblo population density. 13
In calculating the total population of a particular site, both these studies
assumed that virtually every room of a pueblo would have been occupied at any given time. Both use contemporary, or reservation era, population and site data. Prior to the late-1800s, utilization of villages may
have been less intensive, as more locations were available for settlement than after reservation lands were set aside for Puebloan peoples.
A combination of ethnographic and archaeological data has also been
used to calculate family size. By comparing the volume of serving vessels with cooking vessels, Christy G. Turner and Laurel Lofgren concluded that pueblo family size was around five individuals. 14 Population
·was then estimated for Puebloan villages based on occupancy of all
rooms. As noted above, this may yield higher total population estimates
than warranted.
Archaeological research on the protohistoric period in the northern
Rio Grande region has been carried out for more than a century. At the
vanguard of the early research was Adolf E. Bandelier, who visited and
recorded information about many sites in the research area. After col-
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lecting historic tales from the Indians, reading documents, and visiting
archaeological sites, Bandelier concluded that though their numbers had
diminished over the centuries, little had changed in the way of life of
the Pueblo people of the Rio Grande Valley. 15
Early in the twentieth century, Nels C. Nelson of the American
Museum of Natural History conducted several expeditions into the
northern Rio Grande region, including major excavations at seven of
the eight protohistoric pueblos in the Galisteo Basin. '6 Nelson relied on
the reports of the Coronado expedition to conclude that Indian villages
had been abandoned as a result of warfare even before the arrival of
Europeans. Following up on Nelson's work, Alfred V. Kidder supervised the excavation of approximately 80% of the pueblo and mission
at Pecos between 1915 and 1929. Kidder concluded that population decline among Pueblo people occurred steadily during the historic period,
with the last native people abandoning Pecos in 1838. 17
.
By far the most extensive regional research in the northern Rio
Grande occurred between the 1920s and the 1950s. During this period,
Harold P. Mera, under the auspices of the Laboratory of Anthropology,
generated plan maps for most of the protohistoric sites in New Mexico.
One of his primary aims was to address changes in prehistoric and
proto historic demography. To augment site maps, Mera also conducted
a series of studies of the ceramics of the northern Rio Grande aimed at
clarifying the temporal span of the region's pottery types, and identifying production centers, by associating ceramics with tree-ring dates that
had been collected previously in the region. IS Mera believed that by determining the latest pottery type present at a site, the date of abandonment could be determined within about twenty-five years. He
attempted to record as many sites as possible in the northern Rio Grande
Valley, making maps and surface collections at each. By compiling his
data on pottery types, Mera felt he was showing the regional distribution of population movement and change for the entire protohistoric
period.
At the time, Mera's work did not receive the publicity and discussion it probably deserved. Today, we recognize that it is important to
know what portion of a site was inhabited before population is estimated. It is also clear that surface collections do not always accurately
represent subsurface deposits, and that a single tree-ring date from an
excavated context where no other material was recorded cannot reasonably be applied to the latest ceramics collected on the site surface.
During the post-World War Two era, the emphasis shifted away from
regional studies such as Mera's, and demography was approached
through ethnohistoric research. Few of the large protohistoric sites were
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excavated. 19 The basic questions of where native people lived before and
throughout the period of European contact, and whether there was significant population decline, remained unanswered.
Within the northern Rio Grande region there is ongoing controversy
over the magnitude of demographic and social change associated with
the initial period of contact between the Spanish and the Native Americans. 20 One view long maintained in the literature is that precipitous
population declines were primarily due to European diseases, and occurred only after the arrival of the Spanish. As a consequence, the society of the Pueblo people as observed and recorded during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was thought to accurately reflect the characteristics of native society prior to contact. 21 This view
stressed social, political, and religious continuity between the history
and prehistory of the Pueblo Indians.
Alternative interpretations have arisen recently, however, in which
it is postulated that European diseases may have preceded the arrival of
the Spanish and resulted in a substantial drop in the population prior to
the period of actual contact. 22 If there was an early and largely unrecorded population decline in the Pueblo area, then the picture of Pueblo
society derived from turn-of-the-century ethnography may be inaccurate. Precontact patterns of social and political organization might have
been the product of larger groups interacting across the entire region,
not the independent and isolated pueblos depicted by ethnography.23
For a study of demographic dynamics to be successful, we need a
measure of population size for the research area, and an indication of
whether population was increasing or decreasing over time. One problem with earlier attempts to study demography has been the tendency
to use archaeologically derived numbers and locations of sites to assess
various ethnohistoric accounts of native villages. 24 At the same time,
ethnohistoric accounts have been used by archaeologists to identify and
name sites. 25 Neither method yields the needed data. What both these
approaches lack is an effort to determine the archaeological correlates
of total site population, and to collect data that indicates population
change.
In assessing total population ofthe northern Rio Grande region three
variables must be considered. These include: one, the number of sites
in the region; two, the date of occupation and abandonment of each
site; and three, the number of rooms at each site that were in use at any
given time.
Determining the number of sites depends on how the region and
the research area are defined. The northern Rio Grande region is bounded
by the extent of the contemporary pueblos, though other limits could
have been selected. The results of past systematic archaeological surveys shape our expectations for site density in specific areas. 26
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One of the advantages of working on the protohistoric period in
this region is that the large sites have long been known and recorded,
although it has been more than twenty years since a protohistoric period pueblo of more than about 200 rooms has been discovered.
We also know from both ethnohistoric and archaeological data that
almost the entire population resided in these large sites during this period. 27 Consequently, the population dynamics of the known large sites
should accurately reflect the population dynamics of the region as a
whole.
Once the pattern and extent of settlement is established, it is necessary to determine dates of occupancy and abandonment, and to identify sites that were occupied contemporaneously. For the purposes of
the present project, exact dates of abandonment are of as great interest
as dates of initial occupation.
Efforts to establish precise dates of occupation and abandonment
have not yielded adequate results to date in the northern Rio Grande.
Large sites are suggested to have been established in the mid-to-Iate
1300s based on tree ring dates, surface ceramics, and some excavation. 28
Many tree-ring dates were obtained during the period when the technique was being developed, and samples were collected without any
indication of their context within the site. That is, samples of roof beams
were taken without associated pottery or other materials. 29 To establish
contemporaneity of occupations, tree-ring samples must be obtained
along with extensive provenience data, and from multiple proveniences
within individual sites. 30
Other dating methods, such as archaeomagnetic dating and obsidian hydration, may be of use in situations where tree-ring samples have
not been successfully collected. When tree-ring samples are available,
however, they provide the kind of temporal resolution that is needed to
assess whether sites were abandoned as a direct result of Spanish contact.
In addition to an understanding of site location and date of occupation, an indication of site size is needed. Archaeologists have traditionally used the number of ground floor rooms to estimate the size of Pueblo
villages. 31 Recent studies of site occupancy suggest that a count of all
ground floor rooms at a site may greatly overestimate population because fewer than half the rooms at a site may have been in use at any
given time. J2 Sampling for tree-ring dating, or to collect ceramics for
relative dating, should be done across all roomblocks of a site, to address the question of when individual roomblocks were in use. To determine the proportion of a site in use, a combination of surface and
subsurface testing in each roomblock of a site can be employed to establish ternporal variability across roomblocks.
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The same categories of data needed to assess regional population
can be employed to study population change. While there are indications from tree-ring dates and surface ceramics that some sites were
utilized over a period of 300 or more years, there is also evidence that
pueblo villages were not fully occupied at all times. 33 Assessment of
population growth and decline, therefore, relies on our ability to identify contemporaneous occupations and to determine the portion of a
site that was occupied at any specific time.
Analysis of the date of occupation and abandonment· of specific
roomblocks requires that more dates are obtained per site. Fred Plog's
suggestion that obtaining fifteen dates per phase would yield appropriate understanding of site occupancy shows how much more intensive
efforts at site dating need to be made. 34 Detailed chronometric and relative dates derived from ceramics could then be compared among localities on a regional scale. Presently available dates for sites in the northern
Rio Grande are likely to be masking variability in site utilization, especially when only one or a few dates have been obtained for large
protohistoric villages.
With more comprehensive dates for protohistoric sites on a regional
level, it would be possible to distinguish population increase and decline from population movement. More precise dates would distinguish
variability in site occupation by identifying sites used continuously from
those used on several separate occasions, and from those with a short
occupation span.
The Northern Rio Grande Research Project is a long term research
project designed to study the impact of European contact on the Pueblo
people of northern New Mexico. An initial goal is an assessment of total population and demographic change among the Rio Grande pueblos
at the time of contact.
Beginning in 1987, a complete bibliography of sources on the archaeology, ethnography, and history of the research area was compiled
to determine the number of protohistoric sites. 3s A comprehensive list
was generated including the known large sites occupied roughly between
1450 and 1680. Castaneda's comment that most pueblo people lived in
large villages is supported by archaeological surveys within the region.
As mentioned above, these have shown that by the middle of the fifteenth century, the vast majority of residents of the northern Rio Grande
had moved into large, permanent villages with anywhere from 300 to
3000 rooms. Within the research area, sixty-six sites having 300 or more
rooms were identified, distributed among three subareas that have been
distinguished based on differences in ceramic types.
Initial field reconnaissance was conducted at a sample of twelve sites
in 1987, in order to begin to identify patterns of variability between the
different subregions. The Jemez Mountains subregion is characterized
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by the presence of Jemez Black on White ceramics. The lower Chama
region is the area in which Biscuit Ware and related ceramic types dominate, and the area south of the Santa Fe River, including the Galisteo
Basin, is characterized by Rio Grande Glaze painted ceramics.
At each site, outline maps were made using a laser transit, and controlled samples of ceramics and lithics were collected. The field reconnaissance not only demonstrated broad subregional differences in both
ceramics and lithics, but also revealed that there are distinct differences
in the surface assemblages associated with separate roomblocks or clusters of roomblocks. These findings implied that study of demographic
change might be approached by using surface ceramics to study the
abandonment sequence of the different roomblocks on sites in the different subregions of the research area.
Having determined the total number of protohistoric pueblo villages
located in the research area, field research plans were to obtain more
precise dates of site occupation and abandonment that are a necessary
part of estimating population. Field reconnaissance at a sample of sites
was undertaken in 1987. At every site visited, trash deposits were identified, with abundant potentially dateable pieces of charcoal (for radiocarbon and tree-ring analysis) and obsidian.
During field research in 1988 trash deposits were tested with a soil
auger and ranged in thickness from one to four meters, A series of test
pits were excavated in trash middens at a sample of thirteen sites representing each of the subregions within the research area. Five one-bytwo meter test pits were excavated in separate trash midden areas at
each site. The controlled excavation of test pits in such deposits provided samples expected to establish relative sequences of early-to-Iate
ceramics when the analysis is complete.
At the end of the 1988 field season, extensive charcoal samples were
submitted for dating by the University of Arizona's Laboratory of
Tree-Ring Research. The tree-ring dates obtained were combined with
other dates from Protohistoric sites in the research area. 36
With the combination of tree-ring and firm historic data, some dates
are available for twenty-nine of the sixty-six protohistoric sites identified. These can be divided into three groups. Seven of the dated sites
are known to have been occupied historically by the construction of a
mission chapel at the site. Seven others can be dated to the period following European contact in 1540 based on a combination of tree-ring
dates and the presence of some historic artifacts.
The few tree-ring dates from the remaining fifteen sites do not reflect occupation after 1450. However, we do not know exactly when
these localities may have been abandoned. Nine of these are located in
the northern subarea of the research area, and five others are located in
the south portion of the research area. Only one is located in the west-
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ern sector, the Jemez Mountains. Overall, tree-ring data suggest a range
of dates for site occupation in the Rio Grande Valley. These data are not
sufficient, however, to make inferences about possible changes in Pueblo
population associated with European contact.
To develop some idea of occupation and abandonment at individual
sites, test excavations were carried out in 1990 at San Marcos Pueblo,
in the Galisteo Basin south of Santa Fe, New Mexico (Fig. 2). The site
includes over 2,000 rooms in forty roomblocks arranged in a rectilinear
pattern. The site is located in San Marcos Arroyo, adjacent to two
springs. The goal of the testing was to obtain samples of ceramics and
other artifacts from the latest periods of occupation in each roomblock.
Our expectation was that the ceramics collected would provide a means
of determining the relative dates of occupation and abandonment of
the different roomblocks, so we would know which roomblocks were
contemporaneous and the abandonment sequence of all the different
roomblocks at the site. In addition, comparison of the surface and subsurface collections obtained will give us an indication of whether the
relative date of roomblock abandonment can be determined from surface materials alone.
A detailed analysis of the excavated collections is continuing. Analysis of the surface collections by Patricia L. Hamlen suggests that even
though the site is very large, only certain clusters of roomblocks were
occupied at any given time (Fig. 2).37 For example, our observations
suggest that the roomblock closest to the springs in San Marcos Arroyo
was abandoned in the fourteenth century, as only Glaze A decorated
ceramics were obtained. This substantiates the report by Eric K. Reed
that his excavations in that same roomblock yielded only Glaze A decorated ceramics, while his surface collections on another roomblock
yielded Glaze A, B, and C fragments. 38
Across the remainder of the roomblocks tested, it appears that clusters of three or four roomblocks were in use sequentially at different
times, based on the ceramics recorded to date. One roomblock yielded
a large quantity oflate glaze wares (Types E and F). Unlike the adjacent
roomblocks, occupation remains in that one roomblock were very near
the surface, declining in quantity by twenty centimeters below the
present ground surface. This roomblock is near the seventeenth century
mission chapel. Other roomblocks had predominantly Glazes A and B,
Glaze C, or Glaze C and D.
With a total of forty-one roomblocks numbered by Nelson, arranged
in three or more groups, total site population at any given time appears.
to have been far lower than the more than 2,000 ground floor rooms
might suggest. 39
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Fig. 2: San Marcos Pueblo, located south of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
was the site of excavations in 1990.
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The 1990 testing at San Marcos Pueblo suggested that groups of
roomblocks may have been occupied at one time, not all the roomblocks
at the site. These observations are supported by the ethnohistoric account of Castaneda that only one section of the pueblo Ximena was
occupied in 1540. 40 In 1590, the chronicle of the Castafio de Sosa expedition noted during a battle at Pecos Pueblo: "For our greater protection, Castalio and the maese de campo went to an unoccupied section
of the pueblo," from which the soldiers attacked. 41
A preliminary assessment of population change among the northern Rio Grande Pueblos during the first decades of initial European contact can be made from the data discussed. Of the sixty-six sites identified
in the research area, nearly half may have been abandoned by early in
the sixteenth century.
Tree-ring data, while very incomplete for the region, shows clusters of proto historic villages occupied in 1450 that do not appear to have
persisted until 1540. Factors involved in this shift toward fewer settle-'
ments may include internecine warfare, disease, environmental stress,
and social changes including initial European contacts. These are addressed by the continuing research of the Northern Rio Grande Research
Project.
Information from tree-ring dating is not detailed enough from most
places to determine when exactly specific sites or even portions of sites
were abandoned. However, the data from San Marcos indicate that the
number of roomblocks at each locality that were in use at any given
time appears to be much smaller than has been previously estimated
from surface ceramics.
More detailed dating of sites would contribute to our knowledge of
the sequence of site occupation and would confirm the conclusions
reached on site occupation and abandonment based on the materials
available. Improved site dating is our greatest need.
While the overall number of sites may have decreased, individual
pueblo villages may not have had the high population that has been attributed to tbem during the Protohistoric period. Even a substantial decrease in numbers of sites could represent aggregation of the population
rather than decimation. It is possible that at times many roomblocks at
a site were in use, though this may not have been the norm.
Places such as San Marcos Pueblo may represent repeated utilization of a locality over time, rather than growth of a village from small to
very large. Tqtal regional population may therefore have been smaller
than has been estimated in previous studies and population may have
been stable over a long period. Repeated use of a site because of favorable resources, rather than large occupations of long duration, implies
there may have been a greater degree of mobility among the site's inhabitants than is known from recent ethnography. During the
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Protohistoric period, growth in number of sites and roomblocks at each
site could be evidence of increased mobility of family or other social
segments. Population mobility is a hallmark ofAnasazi settlement in
many regions of the American southwest and may have been an ongoing strategy for the Pueblo people of the Rio Grande Valley.42
The present discussion addresses only the first of many questions
that can be asked about a period of upheaval. Additional research will
be needed to examine some of the possible causes of demographic
change in northern New Mexico, including disease, warfare, environmental depletion, and other conditions.
The Black Legend seems to have imputed greater direct destruction
of Pueblo population than seems warranted by the present research. The
most serious effects did not come from the unthinking brutality of individual explorers or diseases they transmitted to the pueblo people, but
from the profound social changes that those explorers instituted, believing they were doing good.
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Traces of the Spanish Legal System in
New Mexico
JOSE RAMON REMACHA

The old Spanish legal system was applied in many areas of today's
United States of America from the early part of the 16th century until
about 1850. These areas include parts of what is now Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas, Texas, Arizona, Utah, Nevada,
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Colorado and California. Spanish law was used
over the greater part of this period in the Southwest, and it is there where
it has left its most persistant traces, but it also had a considerable effect
on the legal system of Louisiana. This was effected through specific
Spanish legislation for the Indies, as well as through enforcement and
adjudication performed iocally by the governors and other officials appointed in those areas.
The Spanish legal system considered here is not the one currently
applied in Spain. Since 1888, a substantial legal reform has taken place
in Iberia for the sake of uniformity and centralization, much in the mode
of the Napoleonic codes. In particular civil law adopted the French patterns and became part of the so-called Continental law. I Up to a certain
degree this was also the case for the American republics born in the
nineteenth century, but not at all for the Spanish territories which became part of today's United States of America.
The primary sources for this study are the records of the Spanish
administration during the colonial period which can be located in several archives in the United States. The sources considered have been
the Spanish Archives of New Mexico and from 1621 to 1821. 2 The legal
sources of the system are found mainly in the compilation known as
the Laws of the Indies or Recopi/aci6n de Leyes de los Reynos de las
Indias."3
Jose Ramon Remacha is professor of Public International Law, University of Vallado lid,
Burgos School of Law. From 1988 till 1992 he was Minister for Cultural Affairs at the
Embassy of Spain in Washington D.C. His current field of research is frontiers.
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The substantive and procedural laws of Castile were to be fully observed on all matters not regulated by the Laws of the Indies. Consequently, the Compilation of 1680 was the basic legislation reinforced
by the laws of Castile whenever they might be needed for the completion of the legal system. Law 2.1.2 of the compilation states "We order
and decree that in all cases, transactions and lawsuits in which that which
should be provided for is neither determined nor declared by the laws
of this Recopilaci6n ... the laws to be followed be those of Our Kingdom of Castile."4 An important consequence of that definition of the
legal sources was the role of custom. This was a crucial element of the
legal system of Spain until the 19th century, and it is also a particular
feature of the Laws of the Indies as can be seen in Law 4.1.2, "We ordain that the rules and good customs which the Indians have of yore...
and their usages and customs ... be kept and executed."
Spain has always been a legal-minded nation. The number of lawyers per inhabitant continuously has been one of the highest in the world.
No wonder then, that in the sixteenth century Spain attempted to transfer to the New World as much of her institutional legal system as possible. But a vexing problem which Spain faced was the status of the
indigenous people encountered in the new lands. One has to recall that
.in the year of 1492, the legal tradition of Europe was rooted in medieval
philosophy, for which there were different classes of subjects before
the law. 5 There was a different legal status for different kinds of citizens-Christians, Muslims, Jews, noblemen, clergymen, graduates, soldiers-ali had their particular set of civil and procedural rights. The
Indians, though, were not within the scope of the law.
To resolve that problem, legal disputes took place in the 16th century-out of which came the first, though scant, legislation ever made
for the Indies (Leyes de Burgos, 1512 and Leyes Nuevas, 1542). Philosophical writers such as Vitoria and Las Casas are credited for having
promoted that legislation. The spirit of those laws, particularly of the
Leyes Nuevas, inspired the rest of the large body of legislation for the
Indies which came later. 6
It is said that Spanish colonial authorities often failed to uphold
well-intentioned legislation. But a global approach does not scientifically fit a broad and complex subject which covers almost three centuries of legal history. We can rebut that criticism by pointing out specific
testimonies ofthe Spanish legal system as it was applied in many areas
of today's United States. I have chosen the evidence found in New
Mexico, because there is material enough to throw new light on this
issue. The archives of New Mexico (SANM) embrace over 100,000 documents including administrative, fiscal and judicial records. Among them,
many land grant records of that period can be found. 7
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It took about two centuries to put together the laws produced for
the Indies. The Compilation, finally completed in 1680, included over
10,000 laws, systematically distributed in nine books. The complete set
was first published in 1681. Of the 3,300 copies, 1646 were sent to the
Indies, and the rest remained in Madrid. Of these, 1,326 were sent to
the Council of the Indies in Seville in 1695. By 1740, only ten sets reinained in that city.8 The first'dispatch to the Indies consisted of 500
copies sent to Nueva Espana, of which 100 were delivered to the
audiencia of Guadalajara. 9 ·Presumably some of those were in New
Mexico and Texas by the end of the seventeenth century.
This code has been praised by legal historians for its advanced protection of human fights and for its flexibility in regulating every aspect
of social life. 10 Nevertheless, there has also been considerable criticismnot of the Compilation itself, but to the way that legislation was applied. A great deal of sentimental ethnohistory has been written,
deploring the effect of Spanish colonization. This accounts for the
oblivion of the Laws of the Indies. The ensemble of all these laws constitutes the corpus of the Compilation, approved in 1680 by the king of
Spain. Its structure consists of nine books, each dealing with a different
matter: religious and spiritual affairs (Book I), temporal affairs (Book
2), the Spaniards in the Indies (Books 3 and 4), the judicial administration (Book 5), the Indians (Book 6), other subjects (Book 7), the royal
treasure (Book 8), and commerce and navigation (Book 9).
If we go to the Plaza in Santa Fe, we can see the Indians in the
porticos of the Palace of Governors selling their products and souvenirs, from jewelry to pottery. Thomas Chavez, Director of the Palace
Museum, recently wrote: "Indian vendors sell their wares in front of
the Palace of Governors, occupied continously since 1610." In fact, this
is an old ).1abit sanctioned as a custom by the Laws of the Indies. Law
28.1.6 in English reads as follows: "Be it not forbidden that the Indians
set up their old markets in their own villages and be it not allowed that
the Spaniards or other persons fetter the Indians from going to the towns
to sell their commodities, blankets, chickens, corn or any other item."
The historical origin of this rule (considered by the kings before the
founoing of Santa Fe), is a decree given by Carlos I in Madrid on 2
March 1552, and reconfirmed by Felipe II in the same city on 26 April
1563. 1\vo kinds of commercial activities are contemplated in that rule.
One is the daily selling of commodities, and the other is the occasional
markets that the Indians organize at certain times of the year. The evidence of the latter is the Indian market of Santa Fe which still takes
place in the Plaza every year on 22-23 August. The point is that custom
has been a crucial element in the Spanish legal system until late 19th
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century. According to the laws of Castile, custom was, in many instances,
equal to the rule of law. Eventually it could be more consistent than the
rule of law itself (contra legem).
For most of the few American scholars who have been curious about
this subject, the importance of the role of custom is taken incorrectly as
evidence of the lack of written rules, and consequently ofa system which
is not sufficiently elaborate or complete in itself. 11 In fact, the rule of
law incorporates the role of custom into the legal system, as seen in
laws 22.2.5 and 4.1.2.
The first, given by Carlos I in Madrid on 12 July 1530, exemplifies
two categories of custom. It reads, "Governors and Justices must pay
special attention to the order, ways of life, and supplies of the Indians,
and shall report to the Viceroys or Audiencias and they must keep the
good ways and customs of the Indians in as much as they do not collide
with our Religion." According to this, there is custom contrary to the
rule oflaw and there is custom compatible with it. The former is banned,
and the latter is endorsed by the law. Consequently, the Indian customs
which were not contrary to the Christian religion were to be observed
by a general rule of law. In the same tenor is law 4.1.2. given by Carlos
I at the end of his reign, on 6 August 1555. It runs "We ordain that the
rules and customs which the Indians had of yore and their customs and
usages adopted after being Christianized, and which are not contrary
to the Sacred Religion nor to the laws of this book, must be kept and
executed and We approve and confirm them." Therefore, the rule of
custom was not always uniform as different customs could be in force
for different groups of subjects.
Custom was an integral element of the legal system applied in the
Indies. And being so important, the issue of what can be considered as
a rule of custom was given by the Compilation. Law 21.2.2 gives the
legal concept as follows: "We declare that this [custom] does not consist on two or three acts alone, but on many ones performed continously
and without interruption nor contrary order. And the grants which we
can make because of custom, must be based on settled, fixed, uninterrupted custom without prohibition and based on many acts of the same
genre confirming the same." This definition comes from a Decree given
on 29 September 1628 by Felipe IV, and it was substantively the same
established by the old legal system in Castile.
Basically, the administration of justice was the duty of three kinds
of officials: the alcaldes mayores, or mayors, who, with their assistants
(tenientes de alcalde), were also the chief justices; the provincial governor; and the oidores or justices of the respective audiencia. For the
province of New Mexico, the audiencia of Guadalajara was the corre-
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sponding court of appeals. It was legally possible to address personally
any of the three levels with a petition. In Law 1.1.5, the Recopilaci6n
provided that each province-and New Mexico was one-should be divided into partidos judicia/es under an alcalde mayor. The number in
the 18th century varied between six and eight. 12 As a matter offact, most
of the cases were addressed to the mayors or to the Governor within the
same province. Illustrating this, we find that a petition for lands at the
Bracito, made by a Juan Gid in 1823, was declined because the original
grant had been made by the Governor of Durango and not by the authorities of New Mexico. 13
There were also Indian justices, elected annually on New Year's Day
by the respective Pueblo and confirmed by the Governor. They could
hear in first instance all cases in which only Indians of their community
were involved. Sometimes Pueblo Indians called on Spanish officials to
settle internal squabbles. 14 Another way of adjudication was provided
by the itinerant justice of the Governor, a practice which resembled that
of the medieval judge going fro,m town to town. The governor was
obliged to visit once-and only once-every place in his province during his tenure.
Most of the cases brought by the Indians for adjudication went directly to the Governor. When doing this, they were 'often assisted by
the good offices of the Protector. 15 This rule generated a practice which
goes, with some interruptions, from late seventeenth century until the
early territorial period of New Mexico under American administration.
The protector de indios was designated by the viceroy upon election.
He could be removed only by the audiencia, but he was not allowed to
designate a substitute. 16 His task was to defend the rights of the Indians. The first protectores were named among the clergy; Fray Bartolome
de Las Casas became the first protector of Indians by appointment of
the crown. But by the mid-sixteenth century, a clear shift toward civil
control of Indian protection characterized royal policy.
The legal culture acquired by the population was notorious and accounts for the extensive use that both Spaniards and Indians made of
the legal machinery. 17 The institution of the protector ofIndians accounts
partially for that result. Although the post was vacant several times, it
encouraged the use of the judicial system by Indians. Neither England
nor France, the other two contemporary colonial powers, had a comparable official. Under those regimes, Indians had little or no access to
similar colonial legal machinery. IS Not until the twentieth century did
native Americans had a similar opportunity through the court system of
the United States. 19
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It should be noted that the protector as a legal institution was quite
different from the Indian agent typical of the nineteenth century. The
latter had a dealing nature, while the protector was more a counsel for
the Indians in legal affairs.
Famous protectores in New Mexko were Diego Romero(l659),
Alonso Raelde Aguilar (1704), Nicolas Ortiz (1712) Juan de Atienza
(1713), Ignacio Sanchez Vergara and Felipe Sandoval. The last was designated in 1810 upon request of the Pueblo Indians of Cochiti, who sent
Juan Jose Quintana, Sandoval's countryman, on a special journey to
Chihuahua to request that a protector be named. The audiencia of
Guadalajara approved his petition. 20 Some times the protector represented an Indian community, but there is evidence also of his acting on
behalf of individual Indians. 21 Let us consider now some areas of adjudication according to the records held in New Mexico: Indian customs,
real property, water rights and Indian labor.
Cases of witchcraft were considered as a matter of Indian customs
and consequently subject tothe civil jurisdiction not to the ecclesiastical one. According to Ley 35.1.6, the prosecution of Indians in cases
dealing with faith and religion corresponded to the Bishop, not to the
Inquisition, but if witchcraft was involved adjudication would be performed only by the civil judges. Because of that, Alcalde Manuel Garcia
was punished in 1799 for not having prosecuted a case of witchcraft
denounced at San Ildefonso. Instead, he left the matter to the local priest,
who was the denouncer. Both the mayor and his teniente de alcalde
(assistant) were barred from holding any public office for the period of
eight years. 22
Senator Tom Benavides of New Mexico referred to me a witchcraft
case judged by his ancestor, Juan Gonzalez Bas, mayor of Albuquerque, in 1733. According to the records, a Vicente Garcia and his wife
accused Melchor Trujillo, governor ofIsleta Indian Pueblo, of practicing black magic. 23 The (irst witnesses were Isleta Indians who, through
translators, declared that the cacique was nothing more than a medicine
man who ministered to the sick, and that he based most of his treatments on the use of peyote. The testimony of Trujillo, however, was
that he had special powers coming from the use of idols, and that unless he delivered his powers to the mayor, all his patients would continue to suffer from their ailments. He even revealed the names of several
of his patients, and among them was the priest of Albuquerque. This
self-compromising statement was overruled by the mayor, who persuaded the medicine man to deliver his talisman so that his special powers were beneficially used. So he did, and the mayor declared that the
accusation should be dismissed.
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The legal base of this ruling, although not mentioned in the proceedings, is in Book VII, crimes and punishments, of the Compilation.
Also, Law 17.8.2 allowed judges to admit compromise if there was a
petition of the parties, no inconvenience resulted to the public order, or
the matter was not important. All three circumstances, it seems, were
taken into consideration by the judge to dismiss the case by compromise.
A similar judgement was given in the case of Jeronimo'Diruca<;a,
ex-governor of Picuris Pueblo in 1713. The records document the intervention ofthe Protector de Indios, Juan de Atienza. 24 Dirucaca was facing charges of witchcraft because he had been seen preparing a
concoction of maize flour, which "after mixing, he placed in an anthill
so that the ants might eat it and just as they ate it, so was eaten a corresponding portion of a girl whom he had sought." Jeronimo denied the
charges and leaked word that he knew the whereabouts of a silver mine.
Handcuffed, but with a promise of pardon, he was taken to the canyon
of Picuris where they found four veins of silver. The records say "from
all four came silver: which, it is hoped, will provide complete relieffor
this wretched kingdom." Dirucaca paid the court costs and was banished to a Tiwa pueblo of his choice.
Typical ofIndian custom is the case caused by a petition of the Isleta
Pueblo Indians in 1791. 25 They appealed to Governor Fernando de la
Concha to remove their priest, because the mission father denied them
the right to perform customary dances and to carry out the traditional
rabbi t hunt. "We understand that our king does not deprive us of such
diversion." The priest was discretely removed a few months later. 26 There
was no sign of the intervention of a protector in this case. Consequently,
it seems that at the end of the seventeenth century the Indians were
aware of'the relevance accorded to custom in the legal system of the
Indies.
New settlers had rights to acquire lands and plots under certain rules.
Title 12 of Book 4 deals with this crucial matter. Land grants were to be
authorized by the Governor. Each land grant consisted of certain units
called peon las and cavallerlas and had to be distributed on a basis of
equality and fairness, giving the same treatment to all the settlers. 27 Plots
could not be sold for a period of four years counting from the date of
the first grant. The lands of the Indians could not be given by means of
grant, but they could be acquired by contract.
The ownership of the Indian lands was to be recognised in all cases.
In Law 9.3.6, there is a general protection of this right. Other rules provide for a fair treatment of the Indians (Law 1.10.6), and for the preservation of their ways and lands. Spaniards and non-Indian persons were
forbidden from inhabiting or staying more than three days in the Indian
villages (Law 21.3.6). The same applied even if the Spaniards had ac-
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quired real property among the Indians (Law 22.3.6) or if they were
journeying through the Indian country (Law 23.3.6) or simply doing
business with them (Law 24.3.6).
A big share of the total amount of documents kept in the Spanish
Achives of New Mexico deal with real property rights. In this field of
social relations, resort to litigation was very common. The implementation of the law was mostly by of adjudication. Three types of interests
were usually present in those cases: the crown, the Spanish settlers and
the Indians. It seemed that for the sake of pacification, the interest of
the former coincided with that of the latter. That is clear in the scope
and spirit of the law, but it also appears in judicial and administrative
decisions. Due to the strong interests in contest, the implementation of
the law might have failed' at times, but there is evidence that adjudication and the legal machinery worked in this major field.
A petition for lands by Spanish citizens was presented to Governor
Diego de Vargas on 26 February 1704. 28 The lands were at a place called
Angostura at that time occupied by the Indians of Pueblo San Felipe.
The claim was dismissed because the lands had been in the possession
of the Indians since the foundation of the settlement, and the petitioners had a great deal of livestock which would trespass on the Indian
lands. 29
The foundation of Santa Fe took place in 1609. But the initial settlement of the Spaniards in that area was made farther north, on the banks
of the Rio Grande about 30 miles from Santa Fe. San Juan de los Caballeros was the place chosen by Onate in August 1598. The legal base for
both cases is in the Compilation of the Laws for the Indies. 30 The ownership of the Indian lands was to be recognised in all cases. If the law
had been respected when the first settlement took place, Santa Fe could
well be at least ten years older than it is.
In 1715, a claim on behalf of the Pojoaque Indians, relative to certain lands alleged to have been sold to them by some Spaniards, was
submitted by Juan de Atienza, Protector of the Christian Indians of New
Mexico. 31 The testimonies indicate that a Spaniard by the name of Miguel
Tenorio de Alva had sold part of the land to the Indians and another
part to other Spaniard, Baltasar Trujillo. Some of the Indians had not
paid their portion of the purchase price. The Protector alleged that those
lands were formerly held by the Indians and belonged to them.
In 1798, the heirs of the first settlers of the Canyon de Jemes (San
Diego) applied for a quantity of uncultivated land, adjoining lands belonging to the Indians of Jemez. In their claim, they protested they would
not injure the Indians with their persons nor their stock. The grant was
finally made by Governor Fernando Chacon. The natives of Jemez were
summoned and in their presence possession of the land was given by
the mayor of Jemez, don Antonio de Armenta, on 14 March 1798. 32
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The return of don Diego de Vargas to New Mexico in 1703 marked a
new era: no longer would the encomienda serve as the bases of land
and labor exploitation. The Governor initiated the practice ofland grants
to the smallholders who were less dependant upon native labor. On 23
December 1703, don Diego de Vargas made a grant of lands near the
~ndian Pueblo of Cochiti to Jacinto Sanchez, who claimed he had owned
those lands until recent times. But some weeks later, the gOrant was revoked on terms that no injury should be done to the Indians who rightfully opposed it. According to these records, it seems that the right of
the Indians to a disputed land was decided upon oral testimonies of
previous rights (prior in tempore), while for the Spaniards it was usually required to produce the title of acquisition.
Every village had its commons following the old legal system of
Castile. The size of one square league was mandated by the Compilation of the Indies in law 8.3.6. This provision was quickly aprehended
by the Pueblo Indians, incorporating it into their legal culture as a homemade product. In the proceedings, the normal expression for it is "la
legua de ... ", followed by the name of the pueblo. 33 As this grant of
land spread over a big area (3,1055 Ha), quite often private land grants
interfered with the Indian commons, giving grounds for claims and litigation. 34 So in 1704, when Captain Alfonso Rael de Aguilar, protector
de indios, petitioned on behalf of those of San Ildefonso that the grant
made to Ignacio Roybal be revised, he alleged that the inclusion of the
lands west of the Rio del Norte, opposite the Pueblo of San Ildefonso,
was in violation of the royal ordinances and to the detriment of the Indians, to whom those lands belonged since ancient times. 35 Captain Rael
requested the Governor to make Roybal present his instrument of title
for examination and to give to the Indians the four leagues of land to
which they were entitled. He described the land as lying between the
lands of the pueblo of Santa Clara and the Caja del Rio. Roybal filed an
answer in which he denied thathis grant interfered with the Indians. On
9 October 1704, the alcalde, Cristobal de Arellano, in compliance with
orders, went to San Ildefonso and made a measurement of the four
leagues.
Another claim sponsored the same year by Protector Rael dealt also
with the concept of the Indian league. Two Spaniards petitioned for land
in the Angostura area, on the west bank of Rio Grande between Bernalillo
and San Felipe. 36 They argued that the pueblo's holdings exceeded the
league measure. Rael, on his part, declared that, because of the proximity of the proposed grant to the native's fields, the Spaniards' livestock
might easily damage their crops, in clear violation of the law. 37 He also
argued that the league should be comprised of the most suitable lands
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next to the pueblo and that the rugged mesa to the west of San Felipe
made that portion of the league unsuitable for agriculture. Governor
Diego de Vargas denied the neighbors' request.
On 17 August 1818 Juan de Aguilar made a petition to the Governor, complaining that the alcalde of EI Bado, Vicente Villanueva, had
made measurements from the Pueblo of Pecos in defiance of the accepted rule for such operations. Starting the measurements at the limits
of the pueblo instead of beginning from the church. 38 The alcalde reported that he had followed that method because otherwise a disadvantge
might result for the Indians, given the fact that the church of Pecos was
located not in the middle, but at the edge of the pueblo. He added that,
although the custom was to take the cemetery as the starting point, this
was not a general rule. The Santa Clara and San Ildefonso boundaries
dispute in 1786 was resolved in the same sense, favoring the Indian interests in case of doubt. 39 The extension of the league was fixed, but not
its shape nor its location.
Water resources were considered commonable according to law
7.17.4 of the Compilation: "The mountains, the pastures and the waters included in the grants, already given or to be given in the future in
the Indies, must be of common use for Spaniards and for Indians." This
provision was to be applied to land grants which included water resources. 40
In 1724, Juan and Antonio Tafoya petitioned for lands in the Cafiada
of Santa Clara, west of the lands belonging to the Santa Clara Indians. 4 \
The Indians stated that if the Tafoyas were going to cultivate lands on
the tract in question, it would result grave injury to the pueblo, as there
was insufficient water in the stream. The petitioners stated that they
wanted the land only for keeping cattle, not for cultivation. The grant
was made. Ten years later, the Tafoyas petitioned for the right to cultivate the same land. This time they argued that they had found one spring
in the cafiada.which they could use without interfering with the water of
the river. o'n 4 March 1734, Governor Cruzat ordered don Juan Paez
Hurtado to investigate the lands in question and report to him. In his
report, he stated that he found the mentioned spring, that it discharged
its waters in the marsh and farther on into the river, and that he examined the pieces ofland which the Tafoyas said could be cultivated without irrigation, but that they were actually under irrigation. On 13March
1734 the Governor decided that the prayer of the petitioners could not
be granted.
The same principle was clearly applied in 'Bartolome Fernandez
Grant' in 1767. 42 The facts are as follows: A grant of pasturelands was
made to the Fernandez close to the Navajo Indians upon condition that
the Apache Indians did not object the grant. A particular feature of that
land was the fact that there was a source of water in it. The terms of the
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grant were, that in case the Apache claimed access to that source of
water, Fernandez and his heirs should be obliged to change the limits of
their range as much as might be necessary to allow free access to the
water. The legal justification of.this benefit favoring the Apache Indians is law 7.17.4.
Water rights during the colonial period-as Daniel Tyler explainsmainly referred to surface water resources (percolating water).43 Most
water right cases were decided according to custom and law and there
was not need for a customary rule to regulate water systems or subsurface waters (acquifers). It is presumable that, if a sociological need for
such regulation had arisen, the provisions of the Castilian Law
(Partidas), recognizing the right of anyone to dig wells in his own land,
would have been developed into a permisive rule limited by the principles of not causing prejudice to third party and taking into consideration the general interest. 44 By and large, in the Laws of the Indies both
principles are present.
Under Law 3.10.6, it was forbidden to oblige the Indians to work
unless it was for good reason and they were paid good wages. In 1732,
Gervasio Cruzaty Gogora, Governor of New Mexico, had to decide a
case between the mayor of Bernalillo and the priest of Zia Pueblo. 45 Fray
Diego Arias de Espinosa accused the alcalde Ramon Garcia Jurado of
using the people of Zia, Santa Ana, and Jemez pueblos as unpaid labor.
The friar pointed out that this violated the law. The alcalde retorted that
the friar tried to undermine secular authority, was new at his current
post, and did not understand how things were done. During the legal
fight, he even accused the priest of being drunk and of visiting a woman.
The Governor sent Captain Antonio Ulibarri to make a proper investigation on the spot. He se'nt the officer to interview the people of the
three pueblos (Zia, Santa Ana, and Jemez). The outcome of the visita
was fully in support of the friar's allegations. The governor's judgment
was that Garcia would be exiled to the Zuni region for two years and he
would pay a fine of 872 pesos plus six reales to the people of the three
pueblos from an auction of the Mayor's properties. The legal base for
this ruling can be found in the compilation. 46
In the same sense, the claims presented by the Indians of Santo
Domingo against the Alcalde Mayor Manuel Baca in 1718 for making
them work on cleaning the acequias were decided. 47 The Indians of Pecos
in 1723 also were successful in their claim against the former Governor
Felix Martinez in a case of unpaid labor. 48 This was done during the
customary residencia proceedings that every Governor had to face at
the end of his tenure, according to Laws 4,28 and 29 of Title 15, Book
5.
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Finally, although I have not found evidence of adjudication concerning city planning, the regulations issued for city planning were generally observed. According to the Ordenanza de Pob/aciones' decreed
by King Felipe II, "The main plaza where settlement will start must be
built at the landing place if the town is situated on the sea coast; if the
town is in land it should be built so as to be the middle of the town. The
plaza should have the shape of a quadrangle with half its width for length
inasmuch as this will be the best for fiestas in which horses are used. Its
size shall be proportionate to the number of inhabitants, and taking into
consideration that towns normally tend to grow, let it be no less than
hundred feet wide and three hundred feet long, and no more than eight
hundred feet long and five hundred and thirty-two feet wide. A medium
sized plaza will be six hundred feet long and four hundred feet wide."
These provisons were repeated in the Compilation. 49 We can verify that
the existing plaza at Rancho de Taos complies with those measures and
the original Plaza of Santa Fe in New Mexico measured precisely six
hundred by four hundred feet. 50
The research should go on considering other legal issues. Besides
the archival materials I have referred to I have come a<;ross documents
related to family law, contracts, mine registrations, health and medical
matters, Negro slavery, wills, military affairs, and ecclesiastical topics.
There is abundant archival material waiting for legal historians in those
archives.
My aim has been only to verify to what extent there was a legal
system in force in the Southwest during the Spanish colonial period. I
have been overcome by the amount of evidence kept in SANM, showing that there was a legal system based on the application of the Laws
of the Indies and that it was truly operative. It is true that the proceedings dealt with in this research rarely mention the specific legislation.
But it is also remarkable, that upon browsing in. the rules of the
Recopilacion, it is has been easy to find the legal grounds implicit in
every case. All in all, it can be asserted that for over 200 years the formative years of the Southwest, there was a legal system in force, effectively applied. The inhabitants of those lands made use of it and
incorporated the notions of justice and the usefulness of the legal machinery into their own culture, making them part of their collective conscience. 51
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32. SANM, I, roll 3, framel495.
33. In SANM, I, roll 6, framel588: "las leguas de Santa Clara y de San IIdefonso". In
SANM, I, roll 6, frame 1844 "Ia legua de Santo Domingo".
34. The measure called the "League of Castile" was 5,572 kms. or 20,000 pies (feet)
and the Castilian square league 3,105.5 Ha (Real Academia de la Lengua, Diccionario).
The equivalence comes to 7,763.75 a.cres.
35. SANM, I, roll 6, frame 1347. The expression "the four leagues of land" refers simply to the geometrical figure resulting on the spot when fixing the perimeter of the plot of
land. In this case, it seems, it was a square of one by one.
36. SANM, I, roll I, frame 571.
37. Law 12.12.4: "Que las estancias para ganados se den apartadas de Pueblos y
sementeras de Indios."
38. SANM, I, roll I, frame 441.
39. SANM, I, roll 6, frame 1588.
40. For the adjudication of water disputes in the colonial history of the Southwest see
Michael C. Meyer, Water in the Hispanic Souhwest. A Social and Legal History J550J850 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1984).
41. SANM, I, roll 5, frame 1724 and roll 5, frame 573.
42. RSG 78, roll 21, frame 139.
43. Daniel Tyler, "Underground Water in Hispanic New Mexico: A Brief Analysis of
Laws, Customs, and Disputes," New Mexico Historical Review 66 (1991), 287-30 I.
44. Partida 3, title 33, law 19.
45. SANM, I, roll 5, frame 1010.
46. Law 1.10.6,13.10.6,21.10.6.
47. SANM, II, roll 5, frame 702.
48. SANM, II, roll 5, frame 89.
49. See Law 9.7.4.
50. Referred to this author by Dr. Thomas Chaves.
51. Consequently the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 1848 .refers implicitly to this reality
and affirms explicitly that the rights acquired under the previous legal system should be
recognized by the new Administration (arts. VIII and IX).
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Ruth Hanna McCormick: A Life in Politics, 1880-1944. By Kristie Miller.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1992. xiv + 339 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)

It was difficult for a life-long Democrat to accept the assignment of reviewing a biography of a highly partisan Republican woman, especially one
written by her granddaughter. Hence" reading the life of Ruth Hanna
McCormick, daughter of United States Senator Marcus Alonso Hanna of Ohio,
slowly began as a professional courtesy and quickly turned into a meaningful learning experience.
Kristie Miller never knew her colorful grandmother. She was born in
1944, shortly after the death of Ruth Hanna McCormick Simms in Chicago.
Throughout most of her formative years, Miller heard snippets about her
grandmother's active involvement in progressive Republican politics; of her
leadership in the women's suffrage movement; of her election as Congresswoman from Illinois. When she asked for clarification about landmark events
in McCormick's life, the details blurred around the edges. For years, the absence of answers to her queries motivated Miller, a free-lance journalist in
Virginia, to research public and private documents to reco'nstruct Ruth's career as "a consummate politician, community leader, publisher, rancher, and
supporter of the arts."
Ruth Hanna was born into a prominent political family. Her father was a
patrician member of the Ohio combine that successfully recruited and
groomed future national leaders. A product of that skillful training was President William McKinley. Although Ruth inherited her father's political acumen, and later effectively used it in furthering the cause of women's suffrage,
the senator neither recognized nor encouraged her natural gift. On account
,of family affiuence, Ruth enjoyed the benefit of a comfortable, yet sheltered,
home environment; she attended cozy private schools and participated in the
solace of summer camps. Nonetheless, she was an acute commentator of her
surroundings and resolved to participate actively in a variety of pursuits.
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As a young lady Ruth observed politics close-up at home, with visits by
Republican stalwarts like McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt. In fact, Alice
Roosevelt Longworth became her best friend and political confidante. When
Senator Hanna moved the family to Washington, D.C., Ruth worked extended
hours as an unpaid clerk in his office. Frequently, in social gatherings at the
Hanna residence, she listened attentively to guests' comments on contemporary issues. Then she formed her own views on subjects that deeply interested her.
In 1902, Ruth Hanna married Joseph Medill McCormick, scion of the
Chicago Tribune fortune, an event that compelled the newlyweds to move
west to Illinois. Ruth and McCormick were more than wife and husband;
they were political soul-mates. Besides the burning issue of securing passage of the Nineteeth Amendment guaranteeing voting rights for women, they
easily gravitated toward the Progressive wing of the Republican Party. In
quest of pristine ideals in the GOP, in 1912 they followed Roosevelt into the
shoals of third-party politics.'
With backing from the Chicago Tribune, McCormick plunged into Illinois politics, winning election in 1916 to the state legislature in Springfield.
Independently affiuent in her own right, Ruth purchased a dairy farm in Rockford, in north-central Illinois near the Wisconsin state line, to escape the
suffocating summer heat of Chicago. To diversify business investments, she
also acquired a newspaper, the Rockford Register-Republic. After a single
term in the legislature, in 1918 McCormick waged a grueling campaign against
an incumbent Democrat for a seat in the United States Senate. Back in familiar surroundings in the national capital, Ruth willingly suppressed her political interests to promote those of the newly elected Senator McCormick.
In narrating the story, the author squarely faced the dark shadows of
mental depression that plagued her grandfather. Although he enjoyed Senate
duties, particularly foreign affairs and public policy, McCormick's mental
health flip-flopped in opposite extremes. Calvin Coolidge's election to the
Presidency in 1924 seemingly destroyed the Progressive agendum. Unable to
cope with the loss of his ideals, Senator McCormick committed suicide.
Widowed, with three children (two daughters and a son) to rear with the
help of a governess, Ruth returned to Rockford, where she engaged in business ventures and advanced women's issues. At 45 years of age, secure with
an annual income of $185,000 (as opposed to $2,000 for most Americans),
she ended her political apprenticeship. In 1928, Ruth entered the Republican
primary for nomination as Congresswoman-at-Large. By late summer, Time
magazine editors acknowledged Ruth's spontaneity and resourcefulness as a
campaigner by featuring her portrait on the cover of the 23 August edition.
Two years later, using the experience of a statewide race for Congress, she
ran successfully for the GOP nomination for the United States Senate. Her
candidacy threatened the Illinois political establishment. Unfortunately, neither President Herbert Hoover nor Ruth fully understood the trauma of the
Great Depression in terms of human suffering. The Democratic opponent,
with the help of the men's club mentality of the Senate, defeated Ruth in an
avalanche of ballots.
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Ruth gracefully accepted defeat. She married a defeated Republican Congressman from New Mexico, Albert Simms. Like in an earlier time in her
life, Ruth moved west with her new husband. Although she never again sought
elected office for herself, she remained actively informed about affairs in'
the Republican Party. She enthusiastically campaigned in the West for Thomas Dewey's bid for the Presidency; she also participated in the inner circle
of advisors. Was there a difference in northern versus western electioneering? "Politics in New Mexico was the same as in Chicago," Ruth observed,
"only they do it in two languages" (240).
Ruth Hanna McCormick: A Life in Politics is highly recommended for
serious and leisure reading.

Felix D. Almaraz, Jr.
University of Texas at San Antonio

Peddlers and Post Traders: The Army Sutler on the Frontier. By David
Michael Delo. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1992. 274 pp. Illustrations, map, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)

In this useful study, David Michael Delo's objective is to "shed light on
the suttJing profession in America and how it changed" between roughly 1800
and 1900, Delo links major turning points in the sutler's relationship with
the a'rmy to administrative and organizational changes within the army, and
to the broader national context of western development.
From 1821 until 1893, the sutler constituted a legitimate institution in
post life, He sold liquor and personal items t<? soldiers, but he might also
extend credit to enlistees and officers, or operate an informal bank. Eventually some sutlers expanded their operations to include contracts for hay, timber, and other materials. Not all sutlers were paragons of virtue, but Delo
makes a case in defense of the notion that duly authorized sutlers were more
easily controlled than unlicensed and unregulated parasites who hung about
the fringes of military reservations.
The Civil War involved vast numbers of soldiers, mostly volunteers outside the control of the regular army. Suttling's reputation suffered as numerous unscrupulous merchants gouged soldiers under chaotic conditions. In
1866, the army eliminated sutlers, and the Commissary Department attempted
to meet soldiers' needs. But in 1867, sutlers were again admitted west of the
100th meridian to serve frontier army posts.
During Grant's administration, Secretary of War Belknap appointed "post
traders" of his own choosing. Many of these were crooks who paid bribes to
Belknap and other administrators to secure traderships. Eventually a scandal
surfaced that discredited the Department of War and many traders.
By the 1890s, declining importance of the frontier army and a strengthened prohibition movement created a new institution: the post canteen. Initially emphasizing social activities for temperate soldiers, eventually the
canteens served beer and wine in an effort to control the troops' use of,li-
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quor. With their principal role thus usurped, the sutler and post trader faded
into history. Delo satisfactorily describes the significance of the sutler in
western American history. Amply documented, the book also includes an
extensive bibliography. Several errors-like placing Manuel Lisa with Lewis
and Clark's expedition, or having Grant issue presidential orders two years
before he was elected-mar the book, but do not greatly diminish its overall
value.
Barton S. Barbour
University of New Mexico

Historia de La Nueva Mexico, 1610. By Gaspar Perez de Villagni. Translated
and edited by Miguel Encinias, Alfred Rodriguez, and Joseph P. Sanchez.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1993. xliii + 367 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, index. $35.00.)

The epic poem and first published history of New Mexico is made accessible to modern readers in this edition published in conjunction with the 500th
anniversary of Spain's arrival in the New World. The editors provide a satisfying balance of historical and literary annotation, which this vibrant personal account of don Juan de Onate's 1598-1609 entrada into the tierra
adentro deserves. The side-by-side Spanish/English format provides the
fullest meaning of the text by including separate critical explanations for both
the original Spanish and the translated texts.
Writing in the tradition of the longer epic genre of Spain's Siglo de Oro,
poet and captain Gaspar Perez de Villagra emphasizes historical detail and
chronicle over pure artistry. He describes with great elaboration, for example,
the hardships the caravan endured from the beginning of the journey in
Mexico, the discouragement after crossing the Jornada del Muerto, the pueblos of Santo Domingo and Puarai, and he records the building of the first
church in New Mexico at San Juan in 1599. He writes with extraordinary
visual detail and often great emotion of this expedition's first encounters
with the Indians and the ensuing struggles.
In describing emotionally charged events, Villagra crosses the line from
pure history to poetry. Interested in the drama of the story of the Indian plot
to kill Onate, he provides his readers with the background of the Acoma
Indians' resentment towards the Spanish troops, who had diminished the
pueblo's winter food supply because of Onate's demand for trade. Through
the poetry of metaphor he is able to convey the horror and the tragedy of the
battle of Acoma, the pueblo's eventual fall after burning to the ground, and
the shock of those who survived. In addition, the numerous allusions to Greek
legend and to classical works place the Historia firmly in the New World
epic tradition.
The edition's Introduction informs the reader about Captain Villagra, the
poem's publication history, how the work fits into the literature of the age,
and explains the method of translation. The Historia is generously annotated, providing clarification of Villagra's historical and literary allusions,
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background on Spanish and Native American thought and customs, and explanation of seventeenth-century Spanish word usage. The Historical Overview suggests to the reader the significance of Onate's expedition in the Age
of Discovery. Appendix A lists line-by-line changes the editors have made
from the original, uncompleted, 1923 Curtis translation. Appendix B is an
annotated vocabulary of archaic Spanish. An Index of proper names and terms
for both the Spanish and English versions ends the book.
Leslie A. Broughton
University of New Mexico

Santiago: Saint of Two Worlds. By Marc Simmons, Donna Pierce, and Joan
Myers. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991. xiii + 73 pp.
Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography. $45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper.)

The Apostolic Cannons fix Spain as S1. James' field of action. If St.
Paul's voyage to Spain is still in doubt, and if the visit of St. James is to be
regarded as poetic fiction, Joan Myers has, with uniquely sensitive writing
and exceptional photography, captured the pilgrim's route to Santiago de
Compostela. The publisher's claim that this book is a significant and appropriate addition to the Columbus Quincentenary celebration, however, surely
has caused Julian Juderias to turn in his grave with the perpetuation of the
Black Legend by essayist Marc Simmons.
Simmons has selected references from James A. Michener, T.D. Kendrick,
and George Borrow to introduce the St. James legend. His impression of Spain
and her people can and will be negatively interpreted. His essay is replete
with well worn cultural hispanophobia. Simmons carefully sets forth his cult
thesis' after relating the tale of the discovery of the grave of St. James the
Apostle in Galicia, which he concludes "irreducibly charted the course of
future events and determined the character of the nation and its people."
In the crucible of the long, bloody struggle with Islam, Spanish national
character was forged, Simmons writes. "Among other things, the war had
produced a hardening of the faith and an intolerance towards others, leading
to the widespread notion that" Spaniards were the new chosen people of God,"
he adds and continues, "As a result, pride and arrogance characterized the
ruling classes of Spain, as well as the conquistadors who opened a new king
of crusade against the pagan inhabitants of Americas." Lost in this discussion are the "many Spains" and the multicultural underpinnings of Spanish
character.
After peppering his essay with pointed reference to the "cult" of Santiago,
Simmons continues with his denigration of Spain's actions in the Americas
with editorial statements like: "When the Spaniards began to take ship for
the New World in significant numbers at the opening of the sixteenth. century, they carried with them the cult of Santiago as part of their cultural baggage." He adds that "nearly everywhere in America the expansion of Spain's
boundaries and the imposition of colonial rule were attended by bloodshed,"
but fails to address the inclusiveness of Hispanic culture nor the painful self
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analysis that beg on the heels of the conquest. Lacking too is any hint of
cooperating indigenous effort. Donna Pierce's commentary on the significance of Santiago in Spanish art reiterates the history Simmons establishes
and proceeds to describe photographs already captioned.
Joan Myers' numerous magnificent photographs and sentient essay stands
alone and is the real contribution of this work.
Edmundo R. Delgado
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Thomas Moran and the Surveying of the American West. By Joni Louise
Kinsey. (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992. x + 237 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 paper.)

In 1928, William Henry Holmes, the eighty-two-year old director of the
Smithsonian Institution's National Gallery of Art (later renamed the National
Museum of American Art), wrote of Thomas Moran's wall-size oil painting,
The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, 1893-1901: "In this degenerate day
in art the people pass by this picture giving it a mere glance ... As a landscape it is without doubt the greatest masterpiece of landscape by an American, if not by the painters of any people or age."
Thanks in large part to the controversial "America as West" exhibition of
1991, held at the Smithsonian's National Museum of American Art, the public has given the work of Moran as well as that of other nineteenth-century
images of the West a second look. Just as a few in this curious crowd would
no doubt agree with Holmes' high assessment of Moran, an equally small
number probably share the extreme view of Holmes' successor at the
Smithsonian Institution, Elizabeth Broun, who wrote the forward to the catalog of the "America as West" show. According to Broun, Moran and other
nineteenth-century artists were, at bottom, talented propagandists for American expansionism who left out of their narratives such things as destructive
power relationships, gross social injustices, and the ruthless exploitation of
the environment. What is worse, these artists were allowed to pass this shameful legacy of omission on to future generations-until now.
In the revisionist spirit of the "America as West" show, Joni Louise Kinsey
has contributed this study on Thomas Moran to the New Directions in American Art series of the Smithsonian Institution Press. After an informative twochapter discussion on aesthetics, Kinsey devotes the rest of this well-written
and handsomely illustrated book to an analysis of Moran's three most famous works: The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone (the 1872 version), The
Chasm of the Colorado (1873-74), and Mountain of the Holy Cross (1875).
Kinsey's argument, however, that these three paintings should be treated as a
"special kind of triptych" (7), is not entirely convincing.
In each painting, Kinsey acknowledges that Moran succeeded in capturing not just the appearance but also the essence of the place, a fact that in
large part helps to explain the enduring popular appeal of these works. But
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on "close reading" (174) of these monumental paintings, Kinsey suggests that
Moran was extending an invitation to the country to turn west, where it could
renew itself after the trauma of the Civil War, and in the process acquire
untold riches.
To view Moran's art in terms of national therapy is an intriguing idea.
As for getting rich, Kinsey makes the point that "Moran's art of the early
1870s had brought the western landscape to Americans; [later) his art was
being used [by government agencies as well as the railroad and publishing
industries) to bring Americans to the landscape" (84). Kinsey goes on to show
clearly how American government and enterprise turned Moran's art into crass
advertisements for the economic development of the region.
What remains problematic, however, is the extent to which Moran himself intended for these masterpieces to be seen as a three-part business prospectus. Although The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone may have reflected
the interests of a temporary coalition of art, business, and government,
Moran's other two works do not lend themselves as easily to such interpretations. This is especially true of the Mountain of the Holy Cross, in which
Moran's spiritual motives speak for themselves. And if, as Kinsey suggests,
John Wesley Powell's ideas on geology are apparent in The Chasm of the
Grand Canyon, it requires a very close reading indeed to see in this painting
the ideas contained in Powell's Report on the Lands of the Arid Region (1878).
Kinsey tries to demonstrate that Moran used this picture to illustrate Powell's
warning to western developers to take into account the region's scarcity of
water and proceed along cooperative lines.
These points of difference aside, students of the selling of the West as
well as of the art of the West will find this to be a useful and stimulating
study.
Kevin J. Fernlund
Teikyo Program
University of Colorado at Denver

Presbyterian Missions an4 Cultural Interaction in the Far Southwest,
1850-1950. By Mark T. Banker. (Urbana: University of IJIinois Press, 1993.
xiv + 225 pp. lIIustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $36.95.)

In Presbyterian Missions and Cultural Interaction in the Far Southwest, 1850-1950, Mark T. Banker examines the background, goals, and impact of Presbyterian missionaries in New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah. When
the United States acquired these western territories from Mexico in 1848,
Presbyterians began their southwestern missionary efforts among the "exceptional" peoples including the Mormons of Utah, the Hispanics of northern New Mexico and southern Colorado, and Indians (Navajos, Pueblos, Pimas
and Pagagos) of the region. The goal of the Presbyterians (and other Protestants) was to convert these people to Protestant Christianity and to hasten
their acceptance of mainstream American values. Integral to this plan was
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education, and thus, Presbyterians first established day schools in areas where
public schools did not exist. Later, in response to changes in national policy
and regional needs, they emphasized boarding schools, and, eventually, medical clinics and community centers.
Other studies of missionary work in the Southwest have emphasized the
impact of the missionaries on the indigenous peoples, and Banker also assesses the positive and negative aspects of the Presbyterian program. However, for Banker, this is not the central issue; rather, he is interested in "the
impact of the Southwest on the Presbyterians" (xi). Using extensive manuscript sources from the Presbyterian Historical Society and the National Archives, as well as a wealth of published primary documents and secondary
sources, Banker traces the gradual change in attitudes among the missionaries as well as the evolution in policy and direction of the Presbyterian program for the Southwest. He convincingly argues that mission workers who
devoted many years of their lives to their calling came to appreciate the "exceptional" peoples and to modify their previous ethnocentric views, with
understanding and affectionate relationships between members of differing
cultures as a result. As Banker notes, the experience of these Presbyterian
missionaries affirms the present-day endorsement of the Presbyterian Church
for religious and cultural pluralism.
Although Banker's study will be of greatest interest to scholars of the
religious history of the West, general readers will also enjoy the work. Wellwritten and skillfully organized, the text is complemented by useful maps,
which the author's brother provided, and photographs of missionaries and
mission sites. Banker's study is a thorough, readable, and important contribution to southwestern history.
Cheryl J. Foote
Albuquerque Technical-Vocational Institute

Watt Matthews of Lambshead. By Laura Wilson. (Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 1989. 139 pp. Illustrations, notes. $39.95.)

Watt Matthews of Lambshead Ranch on the Clear Fork of the Brazos
truly is a remarkable man. His oldest sister was born in 1877; he was born
twenty-two years later. Except for four years at Princeton University he has
lived there all his life and still runs the ranch today.
Watt Matthews' boots are firmly planted in the old West. His mother's
brothers owned land and cattle in a number of western states, and one carried an arrowhead in his body for fifteen years. His father had been a trail
boss in 1872 at age nineteen and began to build Lambshead in that decade.
Today it consists of sixty-two square miles of range that also produces oil
and gas; today it is run by a man in his nineties who lives simply in the
bunkhouse, who rises daily at 5: 15 A.M. and who manages the ranch from the
seat of a pickup or from a saddle. Lambshead is a throwback to an earlier
time.
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Half a century ago Watt's mother wrote about the two families in Interwoven, a classic account of the Texas frontier. Laura Wilson carries that story
to the present in Watt Matthews ofLamhshead. Her focus is on Watt Matthews
and the present, on his role as a rancher and on his relationships with the
community. The text is supplemented 'by almost eighty contemporary black
and white photographs and a few historic photos from the family album.
These images effectively describe the land, ranch activities, cowboys, neighbors in Albany, Texas, and family. It is an honest if loving portrait of a man
who has made the world a better place.
.
Wilson's book is different from recent photographic essays on modern
cowboys by Jay Dusard and Kurt. Markus, who have portrayed cowboys
throughout the West; it is different, too, from books based on the photos of
Erwin Smith and Ray Rector who recorded Texas ranching earlier in the century, but it stands on its own merits as a contemporary depiction of Lambshead
Ranch and, Watt Matthews.
Richard N. Ellis
Center of Southwest Studies
Fort Lewis College

On Rims & Ridges: The Los Alamos Area Since 1880. By Hal K. Rothman.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992. xvi + 376 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00.)

This is a bigger book than the title suggests in more than one sense. It
covers not just Los Alamos and its immediate surroundings, but the entire
Pajarito Plateau, a significant section of northern New Mexico between
Bandelier National Monument and Santa Clara Pueblo, including the Ramon
Vigil Grant. And beyond that, Rothman takes a non-traditional approach to
local history that places it within the context of national developments and
of the natural environment. His horizons are not limited; his model is Alfred
W.Crosby's Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Expansion of Europe,
900-1900 A.D., a wide-ranging environmental history that takes large portions of the world as its subjt:;ct.
Los Alamos might seem an alien presence in New Mexico. The politicians who created Los Alamos County appear to have thought so, since they
made it the smallest COUI)ty in the state in area, thereby minimizing the influence of its residents on land use policy. But Rothman shows that Los Alamos
history, which raises issues of government sponsorship and control, is not
atypical of New Mexico or the West. Those issues in fact are more clearly
delineated because they were exacerbated by the speed and extent of changes
during and after the Second World War.
This is a welcome surprise: a history book written so beautifully that it
is a delight to read. Rothman unerringly knows when to introduce a telling
incident or trenchant example to reveal what was occurring on the human
level. The reader might wish for a few more of these for the years of the
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Manhattan Project. Although that story has been told elsewhere, it is stiIl
fascinating and inevitably takes the keystone position in the history of Los
Alamos. Rothman has not deemphasized its importance, but might well have
given it more space.
Strong personalities emerge in these pages, such as Adolf Bandelier,
Albert and Ida Abbott, Senator Thomas Catron, Edgar L. Hewett (whose attempt to protect archaeological sites from "amateur" excavators like Lucy
Wilson was compromised in his earlier years by his own lack of "professionalism"), the writers Grace Ireland and Mary Austin, and people of business
such as George and Evelyn Frey. As the story unfolds, it becomes clear that
the policy of government agencies was shaped to a great degree by energetic
individuals. The author shows ethnic sensitivity and balance. But the most
important contribution of Rothman is the way in which he never loses sight
of the land and the way people change it and are changed by it.

J. Donald Hughes
University of Denver

To Reclaim a Divided West: Water, Law, and Public Policy, 1848-1902. By
Donald J. Pisani. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1992: xxi
+ 487 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00 cloth, $19.95
paper.)

This is a story of failures of the proposals and programs for irrigation,
and then success in adoption of the U.S. Reclamation Act of 1902. U.S. government, politics, and national affairs are most prominent; California, next;
irrigation congresses and leaders, colonies, and corporations; and smidgens
concerning New Mexico, Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Texas, Utah,
Washington, and the Dakotas. Seeking the "relationship among water, law,
and polity," and foIlowing the "development of irrigation as a private, public, and mixed enterprise," Pisani shows how land policies had to figure in
any reasonable irrigation plan. Clearly and from deep research the author
explains agricultural, pastoral, mining, hydrographic, and legal aspects including water rights principles (prior appropriation, riparian, prescription)
as preferred by users-miners, railroaders, land speculators, communities,
stockraisers, pasturage and crop farmers, and water marketers. The scene
shifts among business, legislation, boosterism, officialdom, courts of law,
science and near science, and a citizenry haunted by fear of monopoly. Pisani's
theme is "fragmentation," meaning "the West's failure to achieve a unified,
coherent water policy" and "inconsistencies inherent in the law itself." "In
the West federal reclamation drew its strongest support from large landowners and established irrigation farmers," and "virtually all water reform arose"
because someone sought to dominate others, or "one community, region, or
state sought to gain a competitive advantage." "Legal diversity, localism and
fragmentation" kept states from modernizing their laws, and U.S. government from leading or coordinating. Such influences, along with ignorance of
science and engineering, delayed federal reclamation until this century. "Lo-
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calism" as used here and in other recent studies of this kind may signify
fears, anxieties, greed, and hopes of so many insecure, poverty-stricken
people. As for the author's three foci-water,. law, and polity-it is state and
local politics that often remain unseen as, for example, Democratic and Republican ideological conflict so important in California. The value·of this
study lies less in general statements, much more in impressive detailing of
the wide varieties of needs, choices, experiences, and legal doctrines-in all,
a work of the caliber of Pisani's From the Family Farm to Agribusiness: The
Irrigation Crusade in California and the West, 1850-193 I (1984).
Clifton B. Kroeber
Occidental College

Big Eyes: The Southwestern Photographs of Simeon Schwemberger.
I 902-1 908. By Paul V. Long and Michele M. Penhall. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1992. xv + 204 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography. $32.50.)

In 1963 the Franciscan Fathers from the Navajo St. Michael's Mission in.
Arizona asked Leland Wyman to organize their collection of about 2,000 glassplate negatives dating to the turn of the century. Over the next several years,
Paul V. Long, the curator of photography at the University of Northern Arizona, was instrumental in cataloguing and printing this collection, uncovering a wealth of material largely pertaining to native people of Arizona and
New Mexico.
Long discovered that this collection was the result of the prolific work
of Brother Simeon Schwemberger who came in 1901 from Cincinnati, Ohio
to serve the priests of the Navajo mission, a post he held until 1909 when he
left the Order for secular life. While on the reservation, Brother Simeon spent
part of his time taking pictures, with the encouragement of Father Anselm
Weber, his superior. Perhaps Father Anselm hoped the work would encourage greater rapport with the Navajos and facilitate mission work, as well as
remove the exuberant and a little too independent Brother Simeon from Father Anselm's hair. The Navajos appeared to have taken to Brother Simeon's
odd occupation, giving him the name Big Eyes.
From 1909 until his death in 1931, the ex-Brother supported himself and
eventually his family as a commercial photographer in Gallup, as an employee of J. L. Hubbell, the Indian trader, and as an Indian trader himself.
The Schwemberger photographs and correspondence reveal much about reservation, mission, and Indian trading life in the early twentieth century, adding further documentation to a growing body of visual records of interest to
anthropologists, ethnologists, architectural. historians, and historians. In this
voluminous record, the most significant is a series of eighty-four plates documenting the Navajo Nightway ceremony, photographed in 1905, accompanied by Schwemberger's descriptions and commentaries. Several. of these
photographs along with Schwemberger's account are published here for the
first time.
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Paul Long has meticulously tracked down the background of Brother
Simeon and the identity of the photographs, through research and using elderly Navajos and Franciscan Fathers as informants. Michele Penhall provided
an essay on the history of documentation of the images of Native Americans-perhaps the weakest part of this otherwise informative work. Some of
the essay i"s repetitive of Paul Long's introduction, which careful editing
should have excised. The history of Indian image-taking, while obviously
not intended to be comprehensive, is uneven. It gives the impression that
Father Joseph Lafitau's 1712 documentation of the Canadian Indians was the
first visual record of Native Americans before photography-ignoring John
White's splendid record of the Roanoke Indians produced in the 1580s. James
Mooney and Matilda Coxe Stevenson are generally not recognized as photographers, but as ethnologists.
.
Lastly, these types of photographs can be approached as art or as an
ethnographic record-but treating them as both can present difficulty; the
photographer after all selects the images, and as artist he/she can chose to
sacrifice ethnographic "authenticity." As a result, drawing conclusions from
this type of record then poses interpretive problems: were tourists indeed a
dominant force in native American's lives? Do European clothes signify acculturation? Do Christian names of a Pueblo couple mean acculturation? Does
the presence of Christian churches indeed signal irrevocable change in the
native spiritual beliefs and practices? These are some of the fascinating questions raised by Big Eyes and other similar visual records of native cultures.
Hana Samek Norton
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Cambios: The Spirit of Transformation in Spanish Colonial Art. By Gabrielle
Palmer and Donna Pierce. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press in
cooperation with the Santa Barbara Museum of Art, 1993. 149 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, $25.00 paper.)

The story of Spanish colonial art illustrates the path from domination to
independence over the three hundred years the Americas were under the flag
of Spain. In the past, much of the interest in the subject has been to delineate
what was European and what was indigenous art. This excellent book follows the process that transformed European subject matter and style by colonial artists into a distinctly regional and New World style and iconography.
This thematically arranged book is divided into the Viceroyalties of Peru,
Terra Firma, and New Spain. The cambios, or changes, in each region are
shown using paintings, architecture, sculpture, furniture, silver, ceramics,
textiles, and other objects beginning with strongly European influenced models
to items displaying mestizo, a mixture of European and Native influences, to
a style that was recognizably rooted in the Americas. This style, produced in
metropolitan centers, generated inspiration for the art produced in provincial areas.
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European style was transmitted to the colonies by the friars of the different medicant orders who brought with them prints, many of them by the
Plantin Press in the Netherlands, and their own knowledge of art forms including architecture and craftspeople from Europe commissioned for various works. Religious iconography was the basis of virtually all early creativity,
as priests used images to teach Indians who they converted. The section of
the book entitled "The Realm of Light," presents the Virgin Mary as she was
transformed by Spanish colonial artists. Early works show heavy dependence
on European examples, but as time passed, combined with the distance from
Europe and the increasing autonomy of local artists, there d'eveloped a new
aesthetic within the iconography of Mary. The apex of the illustrations is
"The Coronation of Mary," depicting the mother of Jesus being crowned by
three identical figures representing the trinity. The centrality of the head of
Mary and iconography forbidden by the Council of Trent demonstrate how
far this unknown artist had moved from earlier styles.
Spanish colonial art in New Mexico developed its own beautiful and
unique style. The northern frontier of New Spain was vastly remote from the
centers of activity in Mexico. The simpler, naive saints painted and carved
on wood usually with homemade paints portray a faith as profound as any of
the grander and more complex objects found in New Spain.
The essays, one by each of the authors, set the stage for the illustrations
that follow. These are preceded by maps which I personally found most helpful. This work is not just for the scholarly market, but also an important
overview for the interested reader. Architecture was an important art form
during colonial times. In the churches" one sees mo.st clearly the mestizo and
mudejar, Moorish, influence. Many of the indigenous artists were fine stone
sculptors. The small black and white photos give a small glimpse of this
significant work.
The beautiful color photographs and enlightening dialogue destine this
book to be a standard for the appreciation and, illumination Of the art of the
Americas. Many of the works here have never been reproduced before.
Gabrielle Palmer is a specialist in Spanish colonial art. Donna Pierce is curator and research consultant at the Palace of the Governors, Museum of New
Mexico,
'
Kay Maureen Moses
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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New Kingdom of the Saints: Religious Art of New Mexico, 1780-1907. By
Larry Frank. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Red Crane Books, 1992. xv + 319 pp.
Illustrations, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $75.00.)

Recent events, the Quincentenary and the Smithsonian Folklife Festival
which featured New Mexican artisans and their culture, have emphasized many
aspects of Spanish Colonial art. As a result, many material elements of the
Hispanic Southwest and "Santa Fe Style," have received a great deal of attention from the enamored American public. A tremendous focus has been given
to religious art and art history and the most recent publication dealing with
these topics is Larry Frank's New Kingdom of the Saints: Religious Art of
New Mexico, 1780-1907.
Frank, a collector and dealer of santos and other religious art, attempts
to document the history of the santero of New Mexico. Unfortunately, while
carrying out this task, Frank conveys his role as aficionado and dealer, rather
than scholar, when he refers to Hispanic colonizers as "immigrants" and labels their art forms as having "a certain quaintness and rural flavor."
New Kingdom of the Saints features a forward by Thomas 1. Steele, S.J.
author of Santos and Saints: The Religious Folk Art of Hispanic New Mexico.
Frank's book contains sixteen chapters plus an appendix. The first two chapters cover the history of colonial New Mexico and the development of the
regional religious art forms. The remaining fourteen chapters each deal with
one santero or workshop. Information on each artist is followed by lists of
particular stylistic characteristics helpful in identifying their bultos and
retablos. Although Frank researched the collections of seven ,museums as
well as private individuals, perhaps the book would have been strengthened
by discussions with contemporary santeros and other scholars in the field, it
seems that some pieces have been incorrectly attributed.
Still, New Kingdom of the Saints is an important contribution to the fields
of New Mexican and Spanish Colonial art and art history for many reasons.
The first being the more than 300 wonderful color and black and white photographs of bultos and retablos. Any researcher would be awed by these images and pleased to have them readily available at the touch of a hand. This
type of visual documentation is invaluable. Another useful element is the
appendix of 77 pertinent terms prepared by Yvonne Lange, the Museum of
International Folk Art director. This list details the saints and their iconography, including special New Mexican adaptations.
New Kingdom of the Saints is an elegant volume and credit must be given
to Larry Frank for his comprehensive compilation of santeros and their works.
Tey Marianna Nunn
University of New Mexico
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Songs My Mother Sang to Me: An Oral History ofMexican American Women.
By Patricia Preciado Martin. (Tucson: University at Arizona Press, 1992. xxv
+ 224 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $35.00 cloth, $16.95 paper.)

In this engrossing compilation of life stories and experiences told by ten
Mexican American women, Patricia Preciado Martin records and edits the
extraordinary hardships, the endurance and sacrifice, as well as the joys and
misfortunes of the Mexicana (as they identify themselves) pioneering experience in Arizona during the early twentieth century. Individually, the narrations, accompanied by lively photographs and traditional and original poetic
compositions, are imbued with detailed examples of their persistence to survive, their strong religious faith, the adherence to Hispanic traditional values, and the remarkably enduring bonds between daughters, mothers, and
grandmothers. Collectively, they offer the feminine perspective of the settlement of the Arizona-Mexico border, a predominantly agrarian area. The autobiographies of these women, ranging in age from 73 to 89, include
seamstresses, cooks, farmers and ranchers, midwives and healers, poets and
dramatists, and many who, because of the rigors and isolation of frontier
life, simultaneously fulfilled many of these vocations. "They weren't like
modern women," says Martin, "but they weren't shrinking violets, either.
They were strong, very independent and hard-working."
These autobiographies, as in most oral history accounts, provide information that goes beyond mainstream historical interest, for the interviewees
verbally re-create the past as they actually lived it day-to-day. Their narrations are interwoven with genealogical information which is the point of departure for remembering major, extraordinary events; all unique occurrences
are related to the individuals involved in them, to their families, friends, to
their community and to their natural cycle of life. The narrators also reveal
their particular experience of the past by offering detailed aspects of their
routine round of activities, thereby contributing a fairly complete view of
Mexican-American culture as it was experienced in Arizona during the early
part of this century. The full elaboration of their fluctuating levels of life
lends dynamism, movement, and the change of perspectives that time brings
about. These life stories are also at times not linked in chronological order
as is the prevailing principle in oral history, but are laced with asides and
poetic-memorial associations. It is through these memory shifts that the
women in this book reveal that their view of the past is not a single time line,
but a complex web of present and past events that have helped shape their
Jives. Finally, the interviews, although edited, retain the flavor of the speakers' subjective style; they speak frequently of how they feel toward their
families, work, events, and the urbanization of lands they so deeply love.
Some scholars would have wished to read a few of the interviews in the
original Spanish in order to more deeply explore language and intent, but
Martin has demonstrated considerable skill and sensitivity in capturing her
subjects' deeper concerns and reflections.
Songs My Mother Sang to Me: An Oral History of Mexican American
Women presents an impressive grasp of the forces that affected MexicanAmerican women in Arizona and in the Southwest. It offers the potential for
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reflecting upon the shared common experiences, and the changes, that today
define Mexican-American women, Chicanas and Hispanas. Furthermore, it is
a valuable contribution to researchers, for these narrators fill in heretofore
unknown contours in the study of the rich and complex reality of the Hispanic Southwest.
Rowena A. Rivera
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Book Notes

Converting the West: A Biography ofNarcissa Whitman. By Julie Roy
Jeffrey. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994. xvii + 238 pp.
Illustrations, maps, note, bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.)
Culture and Contact: Charles C. Di Peso:S Gran Chichimeca. Edited
by Anne I. Woosley and John C. Ravesloot. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1993. xxvii + 299 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts,
tables, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00.)
The Dust Rose Like Smoke: The Subjugation of the Zulu and the Sioux.
By James O. Gump. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994. xii +
178 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $25.00.)
I See by My Get-Up. By Ron Querry. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1994. xiv + 155 pp. Illustrations. $12.95 paper.)
Pioneer Days in the Early Southwest. By Grant Foreman. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1994. 345 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1926 edition, with a
new introduction by Donald E. Worcester.
Playing Cowboys: Low Culture and High Art in the Western. By Robert Murray Davis. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994. xxiv
+ 168 pp. Notes, index. $12.95 paper.)
The Pueblo Revolt. By Robert Silverberg. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994. viii + 216 pp. Map, bibliography, index. $8.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1970 edition, with an introduction by Marc Simmons.
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The Santa Fe Trail ActivityBook; The American Pueblo Indian Activity Book; The Camino Real (The King s Road) Activity Book. By Walter
D. Yoder. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 1994. $7.95 paper, each.)
Spanish Peru 1532-1560: A Social History. By James Lockhart. (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1994. xiii + 319 pp. Illustrations,
tables, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
Tin Craft: A Work Book. By Fern-Rae Abraham. (Santa Fe: Sunstone
Press, 1994.32 pp. $5.95 paper.)
The Trans-Mississippi West, 1804-19 J2, Part I: A Guide to Records of
the Department ofState for the Territorial Period. Compiled by Robert M. Kvasnicka. (Washington, D.C.: National Archives, 1994. ix + 131
pp. Tables, appendixes, index. $8.00 paper.)

News Notes

This issue marks another milestone for the New Mexico Historical
Review. Dr. Victoria Lerner's article, "Espias mexicanos en tierras
norteamericanos," is the first work by a Spanish or Latin American
scholar that the Review has published in the Spanish language. It is
the policy of the Review to welcome manuscripts from our Spanishspeaking colleagues and we will continue to publish deserving articles
and book reviews in Spanish from time to time.
A reminder from the Western History Association concerns its 34th
annual conference to be held 20-23 October 1994 in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Guest speaker at the annual banquet wiH be the Pulitzer-Prizewinning author, David McCullough. A program of the forty sessions
that have been organized may be obtained by writing the Western History Association, University of New Mexico, 1080 Mesa Vista Hall,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87131-1181 or by calling 505-277-5234.
On a like note, the 38th aimual Missouri VaHey History Conference will be held in Omaha, Nebraska on 9-11 March 1995. Proposals
for papers and sessions in all areas of history are welcome. Such proposals, accompanied by a one-page abstract and vitae, should be sent
to Dale Gaeddert, Chair, Missouri Valley History Conference, Department of History, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska
68182.
The New Mexico Newspaper Project continues its inventorying and
cataloguing of the state's community newspapers. Begun in January
1992, the Project has filmed several state, county, and private collections throughout New Mexico. Headquartered at the University of New
Mexico, the Project offers a valuable historical research aide. When
finished, the Project will provide access to microfilm copies of, or information on, statewide newspaper collections. Any individual who has
possession or knowledge of a private newspaper collection and willing
to loan the collection for filming, please contact the New Mexico Newspaper Project at Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131, or by phone at (505) 277-8898.
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